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1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation

Turbulent flows are all around us. The air flushing in and out of our lungs
is turbulent and so is the natural convection in our surroundings. The wind
which gusts down the street is turbulent, and it is turbulence that disperses
the pollutants released by the motor vehicles. Turbulence influences the drag
on cars, aeroplanes, and bridges, and even the weather through its influence
on large-scale atmospheric and oceanic flows.

Two-phase dispersed flows with either particles or bubbles are found in
many natural and industrial flows and practically all of them are turbulent [1].
Such turbulent suspension flows are relevant in many engineering applications
and natural processes [2, 3]. Some prominent examples involving turbulent
suspension flows include aerosol and pollutant transport [4], dust storms [5],
sediment transport in river basins [6], flow of microalgae in photo-bioreactors
[7], avalanches [8], slurries [9], and several other industrial processes (see figure
1.1). In many of these examples, particles in turbulence are non-living objects,
eg. sand particles in dust storms. However, there are notable examples where
the dispersed phase are living biological entities. The transport of plankton
in lakes, estuaries and in the ocean are characterized by transported particles
being living cells, similarly in algae cultivation inside photo-bioreactors [10].
In the latter cases, apart from studying the dynamics of particles, it is also
important to study the effect of hydrodynamic stresses on algae cells which
might have detrimental effects by damaging or even destroying cells. In photo-
bioreactors, cell damage due to shear is one of the key problems in upscaling
photo-bioreactors for microalgae culture [7]. These photo-bioreactors can be
used for the mass production of microalgae which can be processed further
to make biodiesel [11]. Biodiesel is a potential renewable and carbon neutral
alternative to petroleum fuels. The biodiesel from oil crops cannot realistically
satisfy the existing demand for transport fuels. As will be discussed in chapter
2, microalgae appear to be a promising source of renewable biodiesel that is
capable of meeting the global demand for transport fuels [11]. Similar to plants,
microalgae use sunlight to produce oils but in a more efficient way than crop
plants. Oil productivity of many microalgae greatly exceeds the oil productivity
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1. Introduction

of the best producing oil crops. Microalgae are considered one of the most
promising feedstocks for biofuels. However, the influence of turbulence on algae
growth needs to be clarified to effectively scale-up photo-bioreactors and to
operate them reliably for long periods. Algae require sunlight, water, carbon
dioxide, nitrogen and phosphorus for their oxygenic photosynthesis. Turbulence
in photo-bioreactors plays a key role for algae growth by enhancing mixing,
allowing a homogeneous distribution of nutrients and an appropriate exposure
of algae to sunlight (bioreactors exterior). However, too intense turbulence will
damage algae and will reduce productivity. This thesis is an attempt towards
a better understanding of flow physics for finite-size particles in turbulence.
This can provide valuable information on cell transport and damage in tubular
photo-bioreactors.

Figure 1.1.: Examples of particle laden turbulent flows. Image credits (clockwise from top-
left): sott.net [12], wikimedia.org [13], esa.int [14], Wageningen bioreactor facility (personal
communication).

Pioneering theoretical work to understand the rheology of dilute suspension
flows was done by Einstein [15] and Batchelor [16, 17]. However, the rheology
of turbulent flows laden with particles still remains a subject of investigation
as the constitutive equations relating stress to rate of strain are not generally
known for such complex fluids.
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1.1. Motivation

Over the past decades, advanced computational and experimental methods
have been developed and utilized to study particle-laden turbulent flows. How-
ever, most studies have either investigated the rheology of dense suspensions in
laminar flows [18–21] or the dynamics of point-particles in turbulence [22–28].
The validity of the point-particle approach is questionable when particle mass
loading is significant or when there exists a strong coupling between the parti-
cles and the fluid phase. The finiteness of the particle size and Reynolds number
becomes important for larger particles and explicit models would require solving
the full non-linear Navier-Stokes equation with the proper boundary conditions
at the particle surface. The simulation of these finite-size particles exhibit ad-
ditional complexities due to the multi-scale nature of the problem and local
flow around the particle at finite Reynolds number. Consequently, adequate
description of the dynamics of finite-size particles and of their coupling with the
surrounding fluid is currently one of the open question for the fluid dynamics
community [29].

A significant amount of effort has been invested in the development of ef-
ficient numerical schemes for the direct numerical simulation of suspensions
of solid spheres in flows. A variety of different schemes are being developed
for the solution of Navier-Stokes equations combined with efficient schemes for
the implementation of the solid particle boundary conditions [21, 30–32]. The
first work to simulate finite-size particles in turbulent channel flow to study
the effect of particle size relative to the dissipative length scale on turbulence
intensities and Reynolds stress was performed by Pan and Banerjee [33]. In
their work, particles were moved in a Lagrangian frame through the action of
forces imposed by the fluid and gravity and particle effects on fluid motion are
fed back at each time step by calculating the velocity disturbance caused by the
particles assuming Stokesian dynamics. A DNS study of dilute particle-laden
turbulent flow in a vertical channel with fully resolved finite-size rigid particles
was conducted by Uhlmann [30, 34], where they observed the formation of
large-scale elongated streaklike structures and discussed the effect of particles
on the Eulerian flow field. Investigation of heavier particles in an open-channel
with emphasis on the preferential accumulation of particles and their relation
with flow structures was performed by Kidanemariam and coworkers [35]. A
fictitious domain method was used by Shao and coworkers [36] to study effects
of large particles on the turbulence statistics in channel flow.

There has been some significant work reported recently on the suspension
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1. Introduction

of finite-size particles in turbulent channel flow using the immersed bound-
ary method for volume fractions varying up to 20%. These researchers looked
into the modification of the Eulerian flow field of the carrier phase and the
dynamics of the particles and their migration [31, 37, 38], as well as the modi-
fied scaling laws in presence of the particles [39]. Several investigators [40–43]
also studied the effect of particles on transition to turbulence in wall-bounded
flows. Breakup of solid aggregates suspended in a turbulent flow, where the
aggregates are assumed to be small with respect to the Kolmogorov length
scale, was investigated by Morbidelli and coworkers [44]. The key aspect that
is missing is an approach where we can capture the small-scale fluctuations on
the surface of the finite-size particles and use them to derive a quantity which
can be used to measure the effect of straining flow on the finite-size particles.

An alternative method for the direct simulation of suspensions is based on
the lattice-Boltzmann method (LBM). The lattice Boltzmann method has been
an effective tool for the simulation of particle suspensions with applications in
many industrial and biological problems. Simulation of arterial flows [21, 32]
and finite-size fibers in turbulent channel flow [3] are some prominent exam-
ples showcasing the versatility of the method. The description of LBM as a
particle-based method makes it possible to derive simple local rules for the
interactions between the fluid and the suspended solid particles. Turbulence
spectra and particle collisions for finite-size particles in isotropic turbulence
were studied using the lattice Boltzmann method by Ten Cate and coworkers
[45]. The lattice Boltzmann method with bounce-back scheme was also used in
[46, 47] to study turbulence modification by finite-size particles in channel flow.
However, DNS of particle-laden turbulent pipe flow using LBM has never been
reported previously, perhaps due to the fact that standard LBM is restricted to
cubic grid in cartesian coordinates that does not conform with the cylindrical
pipe surface. In order to establish LBM as a viable tool for turbulent pipe
flow simulations, it is important to be able to perform DNS of particle-laden
turbulent pipe flow with LBM. As anticipated, we will use LBM to simulate
the turbulent suspension flow.

In the past, the symmetric component of the first moment of the traction
(force per unit area) at the particle surface, i.e. the stresslet, has been used by
researchers [48, 49] as a quantity which shows the contribution of an individ-
ual particle to the suspension rheology. In this work, we aim to present the
stresslet also as a quantitative measure to study the influence of the small-scale
fluctuations of the local straining flow field on the finite-size particles, a field
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1.2. Thesis outline

which has been unexplored previously.

From the perspective of photo-bioreactor technology, it is important to un-
derstand why and how cells are damaged and circulated in order to be able to
avoid the decline in productivity associated to it and maximize productivity.
The contemporary understanding of such phenomenon is based on empirical
results from fluid mechanics and upscaling methods rely on several assumptions
[7, 50]. The use of full-scale direct numerical simulation (DNS) for such sys-
tems can provide valuable insight and improve our understanding and design
methodology for photo-bioreactors. In this context, the present thesis presents
a rather novel approach of using a finite-size representation of microalgae in
combination with a direct numerical simulation of turbulence with a four-way
coupling that describes the interaction of microalgae with surrounding fluid,
among themselves and with the system boundaries. This project is broadly
concerned with the interactions between microalgae and turbulence, in partic-
ular addressing the question of how migration of cells and the damage to them
by the turbulent fluctuations in the water flow around them can be modeled.

1.2. Thesis outline

The thesis is organized as follows.

In chapter 2, we give a brief overview of microalgae and bioreactors with
focus on their design and relation to fluid mechanics. Having introduced some
of the biological issues relevant to the present study, this section will turn the
focus to the design and scale-up of bioreactors. The second part of this chapter
provides the essential theoretical background of turbulence and some tools
used for analysis in this thesis. The following chapter 3 outlines the method
used to simulate suspensions including fluid-particle interaction. A series of
comparisons of particle-fluid flow problems with known solutions is presented
to demonstrate the accuracy and robustness of the approach and implementa-
tion. This is followed by a simulation of turbulent pipe flow without particles
where we compare our results with DNS results from the literature. Finally, we
give examples of the computation of the stresslet for a simple shear flow and
laminar pipe flow. We present the first set of fully resolved numerical simula-
tions of turbulent pipe flow with large neutrally-buoyant spherical particles in
chapter 4. Subsequently, we discuss the particle dynamics, their effect on the
flow as well as introduce some novel quantities relevant to understanding and
optimization of photo-bioreactors. In chapter 5, we present the second set of
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1. Introduction

numerical simulations for turbulent pipe flow laden with neutrally-buoyant par-
ticles of varying shapes, spherical to spheroidal. Additionally, we also discuss
here particle orientations, preferential concentration, tumbling and spinning of
particles and energy spectrum in the presence of particles. The application of
numerical simulations discussed in chapter 5 to photo-bioreactors is discussed
in chapter 6. We also discuss the light profiles and compute the circulation
frequencies in photo-bioreactors. Here we also provide a way to convert the
LB simulations in the SI units.
Finally in chapter 7, we draw conclusions from our research and give recom-
mendations that may be used in the future for continuation and extension of
the research presented in this thesis.
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2. Introduction to the physics of
photo-bioreactors and turbulence

This chapter provides an introduction to the essential background information
used in the rest of this thesis. The first part of this chapter gives a brief
overview of microalgae biology and bioreactor technology with a focus on their
design and relation to fluid mechanics. We introduce some of the physical and
biological concepts that are relevant to the understanding of the basic principles
of these bioreactors. For more detailed information on photo-bioreactors and
their design, the reader is encouraged to refer to one of the several texts on
photo-bioreactors, e.g. [50–54]. The second part of this chapter provides basic
theoretical background of turbulence.

2.1. Microalgae

Microalgae (or phytoplankton) are microscopic plant-like organisms without
roots or leaves. Microalgae are very common with hundreds of thousands
of species which occur both in freshwater and seawater. They are typically
unicellular species which can exist individually or in chains or groups and in
various shapes (see figure 2.1). Their sizes can range from few micrometers
to a few hundreds of micrometers, depending on the species. Microalgae are
capable of performing photosynthesis, hence are important for life on earth (see
equation 2.1) as they are a source of oxygen. They produce approximately half
of the atmospheric oxygen and use simultaneously the greenhouse gas carbon
dioxide to grow.

6CO2 + 6H2O
photosynthesis−−−−−−−−−⇀↽−−−−−−−−−
respiration

C6H12O6 + 6O2 (2.1)

In his review paper, Chisti [11] describes microalgae as sunlight-driven cell
factories that convert carbon dioxide to potential biofuels, foods, feeds and
high-value bio-products. Figure 2.2 outlines the importance of microalgae
photo-bioreactors along with some of its general applications. Microalgae can
capture waste carbon dioxide, utilizing the nutrients in wastewater, and use
natural solar light. The microalgae biomass produced can be used for biofuel

7



2. Introduction to the physics of photo-bioreactors and turbulence

Figure 2.1.: Some examples of microalgae or phytoplankton: a mixed sample of single-celled
and chain-forming diatoms. Source: marinephytoplankton.org [55].

production (such as biodiesel and methane). They are the dominant plants in
the ocean converting inorganic materials (such as nitrate or phosphate) into
organic compounds (e.g. lipids or proteins) by the process of photosynthesis.
Microalgae are also cultivated to serve as feed for aquaculture, e.g. shellfish,
shrimps and fish, animal feed and even for human nutrition (algae protein).
Besides this, algae are used for high value products for niche markets, such
as algae powder for the dietary supplement industry and algae extracts to
control moulds in golf fields, raw materials for bioplastics, cosmetics and the
production of high-value ingredients, such as polyunsaturated fatty acids and
pigments [56].

Figure 2.2.: Microalgae photo-bioreactor applications. Reproduced from [57].
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2.1. Microalgae

The term microalgae and phytoplankton are used interchangeably in liter-
ature. However, phytoplanktons refers to the general class of photosynthesiz-
ing microscopic organisms that includes microalgae but also cyanobacteria.
Compared to more classical bioreactors, photo-bioreactor research is relatively
younger. Many of the processes in photo-bioreactors are still not fully under-
stood. Engineers often have to resort to empirical relationships due to the lack
of consistent theory that accurately describes them. This is mainly due to the
many unknowns that govern these processes, which operate on a vast range of
spatial and temporal scales. Further complication is added by the difficulty in
accessing and measuring the variables involved. In this thesis, we specifically
focus on the interaction between turbulence and microalgae.

2.1.1. Photo-bioreactors

A photo-bioreactor is a reactor used to cultivate microorganisms (microalgae,
cyanobacteria etc.), which use photosynthesis to generate biomass from light
and carbon dioxide. The cultivation systems for microalgae can vary depending
on the product and strain. Broadly, photo-bioreactors can be classified as open
systems (pond) or as closed systems (tubular, flat panel). These are briefly
discussed in the following section.

Open systems: raceway ponds

The simplest approach for the cultivation of microalgae is an open (artificial)
raceway pond. In such photo-bioreactors, the culture suspension containing all
necessary nutrients and carbon dioxide is pumped around in a loop while being
directly illuminated from sunlight via the open liquid surface. Mixing and cir-
culation are produced by a paddlewheel and the flow is guided around bends by
baffles placed in the flow channel as shown in figure 2.3. This construction prin-
ciple is the easiest way of production for phototrophic organisms and extensive
experience exists on operation and engineering of raceways. However, raceway
ponds are typically about 0.3 m deep and poorly mixed resulting in a reduced
average light supply to cells. Using open ponds causes high losses of water due
to evaporation into the atmosphere and a less efficient use of carbon dioxide.
In addition, productivity is easily affected by contamination with unwanted
algae and microorganisms that feed on algae. Although raceways are low-cost,
they have a low biomass productivity compared with photo-bioreactors. Open
systems can be used for very fast growing strains or for strains that grow at
extreme conditions, such as high pH or high salinities. However, several of
the microalgae applications demand the use of monocultures and controlled
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2. Introduction to the physics of photo-bioreactors and turbulence

cultivation systems. In order to meet these standards and to aim at attaining
a cost-effective process, there is an increased emphasis on the development of
closed photo-bioreactors.

Figure 2.3.: An aerial image of a raceway pond type of bioreactors (left) along with a
schematic diagram (right). The culture feed containing all necessary nutrients and carbon
dioxide is pumped around in a loop while being directly illuminated from sunlight via the
open liquid surface. Schematic taken from Chisti [11].

Closed systems: tubular photo-bioreactors

A tubular photo-bioreactor typically consists of an array of straight transparent
tubes that are generally 0.1 m or less in diameter. The diameter of the tube
is limited because light does not penetrate too deeply in the dense culture
broth that is necessary for ensuring a high biomass productivity of the photo-
bioreactor. Microalgal broth is circulated from a reservoir (i.e. the degassing
column in figure 2.4) to the solar collector and back to the reservoir. In a
typical arrangement, the solar tubes are placed parallel to each other and flat
above the ground (figure 2.4). Such an arrangement is called horizontal tubular
photo-bioreactors. However, in attempts to increase the number of tubes that
can be accommodated in a given area, the parallel straight tubes are sometimes
arranged like a fence as shown in figure 2.5. Such an arrangement is called
vertical tubular photo-bioreactors.

Photo-bioreactors such as the one shown in figure 2.4 and 2.5 are potentially
useful for growing a small volume of microalgal broth that are needed for
producing biodiesel. Other variants of tubular photo-bioreactors exist but are

10



2.1. Microalgae

not widely used. These photo-bioreactors take advantage from the high purity
levels and their efficient outputs. The biomass production can be done at
a high quality level and the high biomass concentration at the end of the
production allows energy efficient downstream processing for production of
biofuel. Biomass sedimentation in tubes, called bio-fouling, is a major problem
and is prevented by maintaining highly turbulent flow. Flow is driven using
either a mechanical pump or an airlift pump.

Figure 2.4.: An image of a horizontal tubular photo-bioreactor (left) along with a schematic
diagram (right). Microalgal broth is circulated using a degassing column to the horizontally
placed solar collector tubes using either a mechanical pump or an airlift pump. Schematic
taken from Chisti [11].

Figure 2.5.: An image of a vertical tubular photo-bioreactor (left) along with a schematic
diagram (right). The parallel straight tubes are arranged like a fence in an attempt to increase
the number of tubes that can be accommodated in a given area. Schematic taken from Chisti
[11].
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2. Introduction to the physics of photo-bioreactors and turbulence

Light distribution inside photo-bioreactors

The main components required for the algae growth are:

1. light;

2. water;

3. carbon dioxide;

4. nutrients like nitrogen, phosphorus and trace metals.

One of the major issues on which efforts in microalgal biotechnology are focused
is the efficient utilization of light energy. The light intensity in dense microalgal
cultures decreases with distance from the tubular surface due to self-shading
and light absorption. A photo-bioreactor volume can be demarcated into a
light zone and a dark zone. In the light zone, the light intensity is such that it
does not limit growth or photosynthesis. In the dark zone, the light intensity
may range from zero to just below the compensation point, resulting in no
photosynthesis. The microalgae in photo-bioreactors continously move between
these light and dark zones due to turbulence. Consequently, algae are exposed
to a light/dark cycle where the light period is characterized by a light gradient
and the mixing frequency. Such cycles commonly found in photo-bioreactors are
called light/dark cycles and their optimization using correct mixing method is
indispensable for sustained operation of tubular photo-bioreactors. The major
reason for slow development of microalgal biotechnology is the failure in the
design of large-scale photo-bioreactors where light energy is efficiently utilized.

The rate of photosynthesis depends on the rate of capture of light energy.
The dependence of the photosynthetic production on the available light inten-
sity has been widely investigated and is referred to as the production versus
light intensity (P − I) curves (see figure 2.6). For very low light intensities, the
cells exhibit a net consumption of O2 or production of CO2 (see equation 2.1)
as a result of cell respiration. As the light intensity is increased, photosynthetic
production increases such that at a certain compensation light intensity, Ic,
the production will balance the respiration and beyond this point net positive
photosynthesis is achieved. The standard behavior is that production (P ) in-
creases linearly with light intensity (I) up to a certain value. Typically at some
point, the graph begins to curve and eventually levels off at the maximum
photosynthetic rate Pmax. By extrapolating the linear part of the curve one
obtains the saturation onset irradiance Is. With further increase in irradiance,
photo-inhibition begins and production (P ) begins to decrease. The light in-
tensity at which this decrease occurs is termed the inhibition threshold Ib. The
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2.1. Microalgae

Figure 2.6.: Typical shape of a production versus light intensity (P-I) curve representing
the response in phytoplankton production to light. The various marked irradiances are Ic =
compensation point, Ih = half saturation point, Is = saturation onset and Ib = inhibition
threshold. Reproduced from Ross [58].

curve is often narrower than in the example shown and Ib may be quite close
to Is. If we assume an exponential decrease of the light intensity with depth in
a bioreactor, then we can assign to each of the above light intensities certain
depths from the surface. The compensation light intensity, Ic, for example,
becomes the compensation depth Dc, etc. Above the compensation depth, the
cell will be a net producer of O2, below Dc, the cell will consume O2. Over
the course of a day, a cell might be mixed above and below the compensation
depth and thus experiences an average light intensity.

Shear sensitivity

Similar to cells of higher plants and animals, microalgae can be damaged by
intense hydrodynamic shear fields that occur in high-velocity flow in tubular
photo-bioreactors [54]. Some algae can be more sensitive to shear damage
than others. Shear sensitivity can pose a significant problem as the intensity of
turbulence needed in photo-bioreactors to generate optimal light-dark cycling is
difficult to achieve without damaging algal cells. It is also difficult to determine
intensities of shear stress in bioreactors.

Large values of shear stresses can lead to impaired cell growth, cell damage
and eventually cell death . Cell damage due to shear stress has been referred to
as the key problem of culture of microalgae in photo-bioreactors [60]. However,
few quantitative studies have been done to characterize algal cells with respect
to their shear sensitivity [59, 61]. Among these few works, there is a lack of
consistency due to variation in types of equipment, methodology and reactor
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Figure 2.7.: The effect of shear stress on the viability of Chaetoceros muelleri using a
combination of a rheometer and dedicated shearing devices. Source: Michels at al. [59].

configurations. Michels at al. [59] studied the effect of shear stress on the viabil-
ity of Chaetoceros muelleri using a combination of a rheometer and dedicated
shearing devices. They imposed different levels of shear stress by varying the
shear rates and the medium viscosities. It was possible to quantify the effect
of shear stress over a wide range, whilst preserving laminar flow conditions
through the use of a thickening agent. They observed that the threshold value
at which the viability of this particular species of algae is negatively influenced
was between 1 Pa and 1.3 Pa (see figure 2.7).

2.1.2. Scale-up of tubular photo-bioreactors

The two possible ways of scaling up photo-bioreactors are either by increasing
the length or by increasing the diameter of the tube. However, increase the tube
diameter results in the change in the relative volumes of light-dark zone and
hence the frequency of the light-dark cycle. There is a lack of systematic scale-
up methods for tubular photo-bioreactors. Though there exist some models
to predict the performance of a larger reactor, these models do not predict
the performance of the reactors apriori with reasonable accuracy [50, 62, 63].
Here, we will discuss some of the approaches that have been used to quantify
the light-dark cycle of fluid in a bioreactor. The approaches have already
been outlined by [7, 50, 63], but have been summarised here to illustrate the
modeling techniques for photo-bioreactors and the scope for improvement.

The first approach relies on the use of mass transfer coefficients [63]. The
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available data on the multiphase mass transfer coefficients referring to transfer
between the gas bubbles and the liquid can be used as an analogue to light
transfer. However, this method is valid only if the depth of the light zone is of
the same order as the boundary layer at the wall of the tube. The depth of the
boundary layer in the reactor is typically of the order of cellular dimensions
which renders this approach unrealistic, except at very dim light conditions.

The second approach relies on the use of Kolmogorov’s theory to compute
the characteristic velocity in the system [7]. In this approach, it is proposed
that the frequency calculated using the inverse of Kolmogorov’s time scales
would be a measure of the light-dark cycle if the depth of the dark zone equals
the dimension of the Kolmogorov length scale. The Kolmogorov length scale
in a photo-bioreactor are usually less than 200µm. However, the depth of the
dark zone is of the order of the dimensions of the pipe. Therefore, this approach
is also not realistic for modeling light-dark cycles in photo-bioreactors.

The third approach (see references [7, 50]) approximates the radial velocity,

UR, by the friction velocity, uτ =
√

τo
ρ , giving:

UR =

√
τo
ρ
,

where τo is the wall shear stress and ρ is the density of the medium. Let us
assume that td is the maximum acceptable duration in the dark period between
successive light periods. This means that the maximum residence time of fluid
in the dark zone should be less than or equal to td. If Vd is the volume of
dark zone per unit length of the photo-bioreactor, the volumetric rate of fluid
movement out of the dark zone per unit length of the pipe is given by [7]:

QR = Vd/td =
d2t (θ − sin θ)

4td
,

where the dark zone volume can be approximated as 1
4d

2
t (θ − sin θ), where

dt is the diameter of the tube and θ specifies the angular segment demarcating
the light and dark zone as shown in figure 2.8.

The fluid moving out of the dark zone will have to pass through the boundary
between the light and the dark zones [7]. This allows us to define a fluid
interchange velocity using the volumetric flow rate, QR, and length of interface
per unit length of the pipe, s = 1

2θdt, as follows:

UR =
QR
s

=
dt(θ − sin θ)

2tdθ
,
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2. Introduction to the physics of photo-bioreactors and turbulence

Figure 2.8.: Simplified light profile in a section of tubular photo-bioreactor. The dark
zone is approximated as the area of overlap of two circles having the same diameter as the
photobioreactor tube. The angle θ specifies a circular segment with an area equal to half the
area of the overlap zone and the length s of the boundary arc equals θdt/2.

or

td =
dt(θ − sin θ)

2URθ
.

If tf and td are time spent by a particle in light and dark zone respectively,
then the light-dark frequency, fLD, can be written as:

fLD =
1

tf + td
.

In order to ensure identical performance after upscaling, the light-dark fre-
quency, fLD, should be held constant, i.e.fLD,L = fLD,S , with S and L being
the subscripts for large and small scales respectively. Therefore, the condition
for scaling-up can written as:( 1

tf + td

)
L

=
( 1

tf + td

)
L
.

For a known level of external irradiance, biomass concentration, and absorp-
tion coefficient of the biomass, the fractional volume of illuminated culture is
given by

φL =
Vf

Vf + Vd
.

It is further assumed that tf and td are proportional Vf and Vd, respectively.
Then the light-dark frequency can be expressed as:

fLD =
1− φL
td

.
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This frequency should remain unchanged on scaling-up:(1− φL
td

)
L

=
(1− φL

td

)
S

and, therefore

tdL =
(1− φLL

1− φLS

)
tdS = αtdS .

Substituting this into the expression for td computed earlier gives:(dt(θ − sin θ)

2URθ

)
L

=
(1− φLL

1− φLS

)(dt(θ − sin θ)

2URθ

)
S
.

However, it can be assumed that θ remains constant for given external condi-
tions. This simplifies the above expression to

dtLURS
αdtSURL

= 1.

If the diameter is scaled by a factor f , i.e.

dtL = fdtS ,

then the radial velocity in the large reactor is related to the small reactor as

URL =
f

α
URS .

As discussed earlier, the radial velocity is approximated using the friction
velocity. The wall shear stress needed to computed the friction velocity is
computed using the fanning friction factor which depends on Reynolds number
[64]:

τo =
1

2
CfρU

2
b ,

where Ub is the bulk velocity in the pipe, Cf is the skin friction coefficient and
is equal to 0.08Re−0.25, where the Reynolds number, Re = ρUbdt/µ (µ is the
dynamic viscosity). The above expressions can be rearranged to finally give
the expression of the radial velocity in terms bulk velocity, pipe diameter and
density:

UR = 0.2
(U7

b µ

dtρ

)1/8
.

Using the above equation, the scale-up criterion becomes:

UbL =
f9/7

α8/7
UbS .
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2. Introduction to the physics of photo-bioreactors and turbulence

The above equation allows us to compute the bulk velocity in the larger reactor
as function of the scaling factor, f , the fractional illuminated volume of the two
reactors, α, and the velocity in the small reactor. It is argued that α remains
the same for small and large reactors if the operational conditions (dilution
rate, irradiance) remain unchanged. Consequently, the scale-up condition can
be further simplified as:

UbL = f9/7UbS .
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Figure 2.9.: Variation of the bulk culture velocity (red) and length of microeddies (blue)
as function of tube diameter computed using the Kolmogorov theory η = (ν3/ε)1/4, and the
empirical upscaling relation, UbL = f9/7UbS , respectively.

Clearly, the bulk velocity of the culture increases on scaling up the reactors.
However, this also means that Reynolds number and hence the turbulence
intensity increases on scale-up. In the modeling of photo-bioreactors, the Kol-
mogorov or dissipative length are used to estimate the cut-off Reynolds number
beyond which the negative effects of damage to microalgae due to high shear
in turbulent flow becomes significant.

One can use the upscaling criterion discussed above to compute the desired
culture velocity on increasing tube diameter after starting from an initial tube
diameter and culture velocity. The Kolomogorov length scales corresponding
to new configurations can also be computed using, η = (ν3/ε)1/4 (derived in
next section), where ε can be computed as:

ε =
2CfU

3
L

dt
.
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In figure 2.9, we show the Kolmogorov length scales and culture velocity on
upscaling for different tube diameters computed in this way, after starting from
an initial tube diameter of 0.025m and culture velocity of 0.3m/s.

It can observed from figure 2.9 that the microeddy diameter declines to less
than 40µm when the tube diameter is about 0.10m and the culture velocity is
about 2m/s. For a culture of P.tricornotum which has a size of about 45µm,
it has been observed productivity declines on increasing tube diameter beyond
0.10m at culture velocity of 2m/s [65]. Therefore, the maximum tube diameter
and velocity for culturing P.tricornutum at large scale are roughly 0.10m and
2m/s, beyond which the negative effects of damage to microalgae due to high
shear in turbulent flow becomes significant.

2.2. Turbulence and energy cascade

The mathematical and analytical description of turbulent flows is rather com-
plicated due to the intrinsic difficulties in describing the three-dimensional,
chaotic process. Even though the governing equations for fluid motion have
been known since more then a century, there is still surprisingly little we can
predict about turbulent flows with certainty from an analytical point of view.
Turbulence is one of the most important unsolved problem of classical me-
chanics and a general solution of the Navier-Stokes equations does not exist
currently. However, a possibility is to formulate hypotheses from which a con-
sistent and predictive phenomenological behavior can be derived. Successful
attempts in this direction was made by L. F. Richardson in 1922 and by A. N.
Kolmogorov in 1941 and will be discussed here [64].

Figure 2.10.: Schematic diagram of energy cascade at high Reynolds number. l and η are
the length scales corresponding to the largest and smallest structures. Energy is produced at
large scales and dissipated at smaller scales.

The turbulent flow can be visualized as the result of superposition of various
coherent structures (eddies) within spatial regions of a certain size r. The
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2. Introduction to the physics of photo-bioreactors and turbulence

kinetic energy enters turbulence at the largest scales of motions (large eddies).
The interaction among eddies at the various scales transfer energy from the
larger eddies, gradually, to the smaller ones. The largest eddies, which are
created by instabilities in the mean flow, are themselves subject to inertial
instabilities and quickly breaks into smaller vortices. The lifespan of a typical
eddy is of the order of its turn-over time. The smaller eddies are themselves
unstable and they, in turn, pass their energy to even smaller structures and so
on. Thus, at each instant, there is a continual cascade of energy from the large
scale down to the small ones (figure 2.10). It should be noted that viscosity
plays no part in this cascade. This is, because Re = ul/ν is large, the viscous
stresses acting on the large eddies are negligible. The whole process is driven
by inertial forces. The cascade comes to a halt, however, when the eddy size
becomes so small that Re, based on the size of the smallest eddies, is of order
unity. Thus we have a picture of eddies being continually created by the mean
flow or by large scale forcing, and these eddies then breaking up through a
sequence of inviscid instabilities into finer and finer structures. Kinetic energy
is transformed into heat only in the final stages of this process when the
structures are so fine that Re, based on the small-scale structures, is of order
unity.

Let u and uη represent the typical velocities associated with the largest and
the smallest eddies, respectively. Also, let l and η be the length scales of the
largest and smallest structures. Now we know that most eddies break-up on a
time scale of the order of their turn-over time and so the rate at which energy
(per unit mass) is passed down the energy cascade from the largest eddies
(energy flux) is u2/(l/u) = u3/l.

The dissipation rate, ε, may be written down in terms of the fluctuating
rates of strain in the turbulent flow and the kinematic viscosity ν of the fluid.
By definition, the energy dissipated per unit volume is given by

ε = 2νEijEij , (2.2)

where Eij is the symmetric component of the velocity gradient tensor, i.e

Eij = 0.5
(∂ui
∂xj

+ ∂ux
∂xi

)
.

Using Einstein notation and symmetry arguments, this becomes

ε = 2ν(E2
11 + E2

22 + E2
33 + 2(E2

12 + E2
13 + E2

23)). (2.3)

Thus dissipation is particularly pronounced in regions where the instanta-
neous gradient in velocity, and hence the shear stress, is large. This suggests
that the dissipation of mechanical energy within a turbulent flow is concen-
trated in the smallest eddies. The production of turbulent kinetic energy at
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the large scales of motion is accompanied by the dissipation of this energy at
the small scales. Under statistically steady conditions, the production at large
scales matches the dissipation at smaller scales:

ε ∼ νEijEij ∼ ν(u2η/η
2) ∼ u3/l (2.4)

The above expression, along with the condition that Reynolds number based
on smaller scales is of the order of unity (uηη/ν ∼ 1), gives:

η ∼ (ν3/ε)1/4, (2.5)

uη ∼ (νε)1/4. (2.6)

The scales η and uη are called the Kolmogorov microscales of turbulence
while u and l are called the integral scales.

The transfer of energy from the low wave numbers to the high wave numbers
is the energy cascade. This transfer brings turbulence kinetic energy from
the large scales to the small scales, at which viscous friction dissipates it. In
the intermediate range of scales, the so-called inertial subrange, Kolmogorov’s
hypothesis led to the following universal form for the energy spectrum (see
figure 2.11 where data from a wide variety of cases are combined):

E(k) = Cε2/3k−5/3. (2.7)

In a turbulent flow, the small-scale structures becomes finer as the Reynolds
number increases. This has been illustrated in figure 2.12 which shows turbulent
pipe flow at different values of the Reynolds number. This behavior has strong
consequences, particularly for the direct numerical simulation of turbulent flows.
The generation of finer eddies with increasing Reynolds number suggests that
the mesh used to simulate such flows also needs to be finer with increasing
Reynolds number in order to resolve the finer eddies. This makes the simulation
of turbulent flows with very high Reynolds number prohibitive even with large
computational power.

2.3. Conclusions

We provided a basic introduction to photo-bioreactors and turbulent flows in
this chapter. The basic idea of using sunlight to produce biofuels using photo-
bioreactors brings along several limitations, which are related to the light regime
and cell damage inside the cultivation system and have to be considered in
the design and scale-up of photo-bioreactors. The most critical scale-up and
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Figure 2.11.: Measurements of one-dimensional longitudinal velocity spectrum. Reproduced
from Pope [64].

operational parameters are shear and mixing rates. These parameters are
closely interrelated and they determine the productivity and efficiency of the
system. A high intensity of turbulence is desirable in microalgae cultivations
in order to promote a fast circulation of the cells from the dark to the light
zone of the reactor and for the mixing of nutrients. According to [67], the
key problem of microalgae cultivation in photo-bioreactors is cell damage due
to shear stress. The growth rates of some microalgae have been reported to
increase initially with increasing turbulence, probably due to the improved
supply of light. But upon an optimum level of turbulence, the growth decreases
sharply with further increase of the flow velocity and this is believed to be
due to cell damage. It is therefore important to understand why and how cells
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Figure 2.12.: Pseudo-colour visualization (colors varies from 0 (black) to 1.3 (white)) of
the instantaneous axial velocity ux normalized by the bulk velocity Ub for different Reynolds
number a). Re = 5300; b). Re = 11700; c). Re = 19000; d). Re = 37700. Reproduced from
[66].

are damaged in photo-bioreactors in order to be able to avoid the decline
in productivity associated to it. The contemporary understanding of such
phenomenon is based on empirical results from fluid mechanics and upscaling
methods rely on several assumptions. The use of full-scale direct numerical
simulation (DNS) for such systems can provide valuable insights and improve
our understanding and design methodology for photo-bioreactors.
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3. LBM as a tool for turbulent
simulations

This chapter will introduce the simulation technique and some of the concepts
that are relevant to the understanding of the simulations. The concepts are
presented mostly in a descriptive manner because a full analytical treatment,
especially for statistical mechanics, would be beyond the scope of this chapter.
This is followed by a series of validations including the velocity profile in
turbulent pipe flow, sedimentation velocity of spheres in duct flow and resistance
functions of approaching particles, to demonstrate the accuracy and robustness
of the method.

3.1. Lattice Boltzmann method

Lattice Boltzmann methods (LBM) are a class of computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) methods for fluid simulation. In LBM, instead of solving the Navier-
Stokes equations, the discrete Boltzmann equation is solved to simulate the
flow of a Newtonian fluid with collision models such as Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook
(BGK).

The Lattice-Boltzmann method (LBM) has been widely used for simulation
of the fluid flow [68–70]. In this technique, the fluid is replaced by fictious par-
ticle distribution functions which stream along given directions (lattice links)
and collide at the lattice sites. The distribution function, fi is the probability
of finding particles within a certain range of velocities at a certain range of
locations at a given time. The collision and streaming processes are local oper-
ations and therefore it can be programmed conveniently for parallel computing.
Another advantage of the LBM is the handling of complex phenomena such
as moving boundaries, multiphase flows etc. without a need for a separate
Lagrangian mesh. The distribution function replaces the tagging each particle,
as in molecular dynamic simulations, thereby saving the computer resources
drastically. By simulating streaming and collision processes across a limited
number of particles, the intrinsic particle interactions evolve the macroscopic
behavior of the fluid.
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3. LBM as a tool for turbulent simulations

The lattice Boltzmann equation reads as follows [68]

fi(~x+ ~eiδt, t+ δt) = fi(~x, t) +
1

τ
(feqi − fi), (3.1)

where fi is the probability distribution function and the subscript i labels
a set of discrete speeds connecting the nodes of a regular lattice, feqi is the
corresponding equilibrium distribution function, δt is the time increment and τ
is the fluid relaxation time related to the kinematic viscosity as ν = (τ−δt/2)c2s,
where cs is the speed of sound.

The description of the lattice Boltzmann method as a flow solver has been
discussed in numerous texts in the past and the reader can refer to [68] or [71]
for more details on the method. We used the D3Q27 Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook
(BGK) lattice Boltzmann method to simulate the fluid flow. It was observed
that the D3Q27 lattice model could achieve the necessary level of rotational
invariance, in terms of long-time-averaged turbulence statistics, and generate
results comparable to DNS data, while the D3Q19 lattice model exhibit strong
angular dependency and broken rotational invariance [72]. Similar observa-
tions on the effect of lattice models (D3Q19 versus D3Q27) on the rotational
invariance of turbulent pipe flow were made in [73].

3.1.1. Modelling particle-fluid interaction

In this section, we focus on the modeling of the finite-size particles and on their
coupling with the fluid. To simulate the hydrodynamic interactions between
the solid particles in the suspension and the surrounding fluid, the lattice Boltz-
mann model must be modified to incorporate boundary conditions imposed
on the fluid by the solid particles.

The solid particles are defined by a boundary surface, which can be of any
size or shape. When placed on the lattice, the boundary surface cuts some
of the links between lattice nodes. The fluid particles moving along these
links interact with the solid surface at boundary nodes placed halfway along
the links as shown in fig. 3.1. Thus, the particle boundary is approximated
by a staircase shape which becomes more and more accurate as the particle
resolution increases.

The solid bounce back momentum exchange method, first proposed by Ladd
[74, 75] has been widely used in lattice Boltzmann simulations for particle-fluid
interactions with several variations and improvements. In this method, nodes
on either side of the boundary surface are treated in an identical fashion, so
that fluid fills the whole volume of space, both inside and outside the solid
particles. The midway bounce-back means that fluid particles traveling from
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3.1. Lattice Boltzmann method

Figure 3.1.: Location of the boundary nodes for a circular object of radius 2.5 lattice spacings.
The velocities along links cutting the boundary surface are indicated by the black arrows.
The locations of the boundary nodes are shown by the blue squares and the lattice nodes by
the black circles.

a fluid node towards a solid node will be bounced back on the midpoint of the
boundary link

fα(~xf , t+ δt) = f̃α(~xf , t+ δt)− 2wαρ
~eα · ~uw
c2s

, (3.2)

where ~xf is the location of the fluid node outside the solid surface and ~eα is
the lattice direction from a fluid node to solid node, ~eα represents the opposite
direction, f̃ is the post collision distribution function and ~uw is the velocity of
the moving boundary evaluated at the mid-point of the link.

The force acting on the moving boundary can be obtained by momentum
exchange along each link

δ~Fw(~xw, ~eα) = −[fα(~xf , t)~eα − f̃α(~xf , t+ δt)~eα]. (3.3)

The fluid within the particle boundary was kept for computational convenience
only, since it avoids the necessity of creating and destroying fluid as the particle
moves. In this formulation, where particles are treated as shells containing fluid,
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the fluid inside the particles has the potential to affect particle dynamics. In
order to run simulations with neutrally buoyant particles, the mass of the shell
containing the interior fluid must approach zero. This creates instabilities in
the particle update procedure. Consequently, this method was limited to solid
particles with density larger than the fluid density. This problem was overcome
by proposing a model in which there is no fluid to occupy the solid particle
volume, fluid nodes appear and disappear as the solid particle moves through
the domain [76]. The covering and uncovering of nodes in this scheme results
in a significantly fluctuating impulse force on the particles, which may reduce
the simulation stability. Chen et al. [77] observed that for particle suspension
models without interior fluid, if the impulse force is not applied, the simulation
results deviate from FEM (Finite-Element Method) result. They discussed the
physical cause of this problem, and found that the initial momentum of the
net mass transfer through boundaries in the moving-boundary treatment is
not counted in the conventional momentum exchange method. A corrected
momentum exchange method is then proposed by taking into account the
initial momentum of the net mass transfer at each time step. The actual
momentum exchange along each boundary link is obtained by calculating the
momentum difference of the outgoing fluid particles and ingoing fluid particles.

The initial macroscopic velocity of the net mass transfer, −2wαρ
~eα·~uw
c2s

, is

approximately the velocity of the solid wall but not zero as long as the wall
is moving. The conventional momentum exchange method does not count

in the initial momentum of the net mass transfer, (−2wαρ
~eα·~uw
c2s

)~uw. As a

result, the impulse force has to be applied to the conventional momentum
exchange method as a correction. This could also be the reason why nonshell
models (models without fluid inside particle) with the conventional momentum
exchange method breaks Galilean invariance. Then it is possible to correct the
conventional momentum exchange method by simply accounting for the initial
momentum of the net mass transfer,

δ~Fw(~xw, ~eα) = −{fα(~xf , t)~eα − [f̃α(~xf , t+ δt)~eα +∆M ]} (3.4)

where ∆M is the initial momentum of the net mass transfer,

∆M =
(
− 2wαρ

~eα · ~uw
c2s

)
~uw (3.5)

Mid-point bounce back proposed by Chen et al. [77] for the analysis of solid
particles with inertia suspended in a fluid was used for particle-fluid coupling in
this work. With the net force and the torque calculated using the momentum
exchange, the motion of the solid particle is simply determined by solving
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3.1. Lattice Boltzmann method

Newton’s equations for the linear and angular momentum. In the simulations
discussed here, these equations are solved using a leap-frog integration scheme
to obtain the complete motion of the suspended solid particles in the fluid. The
angular dynamics was integrated by the method of quaternions, as discussed
in [78], for representing orientations and rotations of finite-size particles.

As for any discrete computational method, LBM is limited to a gap width
between solid particles larger than one lattice unit. As the solid particles
approach each other, leaving no fluid node between the solid surfaces, the
method cannot accurately calculate the hydrodynamic interaction between
the solid particles. In order to resolve the hydrodynamic force between solid
particles near contact, relatively large numbers of lattice nodes need to be
used in the computational domain. One approach to resolve this difficulty is to
amend the solid-fluid interaction calculation with a model of lubrication force
based on theoretical lubrication approximation for a small gap between regular
shaped objects. Ladd and Nguyen [79] suggested a lubrication correction for
the normal forces between two spheres (denoted i and j in subscripts) according
to eq. (3.6). The lubrication force diverges as the gap, h = rij − 2R between
the two particles approach zero and are therefore clipped at a specific value to
avoid numerical instabilities.

fij = −fji = −3

2
πR2µr̂ij r̂ij · (vi − vj)

(1

h
− 1

∆c

)
(3.6)

In the above equation, fij is the normal lubrication force on sphere i due to
another sphere j, r̂ij = (ri − rj)/|ri − rj | represents the unit vector along the
direction joining the center of mass of two particles, vi and vj are the velocities
of the two particles, R is the radius of the particle(s) and µ is the dynamic
viscosity of the suspending medium. The cut-off parameter, ∆c represents the
separation below which the lubrication force becomes active and the value of
∆c depends on relaxation parameter, τ with ∆c = 2/3 for τ = 1. The value
of ∆c for different values of τ was determined in [79] by computing the drag
force on a spherical particle and their results are used as reference for our
simulations.

On top of the lubrication force, a short-range repulsive force is added to
prevent overlapping of particles. For h ≤ hc a Hookean repulsive force is given
by eq. (3.7)

Fr(h) = ε

{
(hc − h), if 0 ≤ h ≤ hc
hc, if h ≤ 0

(3.7)

where ε is a stiffness parameter and the force is applied along the direction
connecting the center of mass of the two particles. The force is cut-off in
magnitude achieved at h = 0.
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3. LBM as a tool for turbulent simulations

The above treatment introduces two additional parameters, hc and ε. In this
case, care must be taken to ensure that the influence of the non-hydrodynamic
repulsion modeling is sufficiently small to be neglected. However, the repulsion
force should also be strong enough to avoid overlap of the particles. We have
used hc = 0.2 and ε = 20 for our simulations (all values are in appropriate
lattice units) as a compromise between the requirements. Further investiga-
tion is needed to obtain the optimum values of hc and ε for different flow
configurations.

With the net force and the torque calculated from the above equations, the
motion of the solid particle is simply determined by solving Newton’s equations
for the linear and angular momentum. In the simulations discussed here, these
equations are solved using a leap-frog integration scheme to obtain the complete
motion of the suspended solid particles in the fluid. The angular dynamics was
integrated using quaternions, as discussed in [78], for representing orientations
and rotations of finite-size particles.

From a computational point of view, the lattice Boltzmann method is highly
attractive since the local nature of the algorithm makes it optimal for parallel
computing. In principle, communications are required only once per time step
as the population distributions are advected across sub-domain boundaries.
Although, additional communication steps are involved in practical simulation
codes, for instance related to data reduction and output, these do not dominate
the computational cost. The code has been parallelized and run on multiple
processors showing good scaling results (see figure 3.2). The module corre-
sponding to particle-particle and particle-fluid interaction has been developed
and parallelized during the course of the the PhD work.

3.2. Validation

In this section, the method is examined and validated by application to three
canonical test cases involving particles for which solutions are well known.

3.2.1. Spheroid in a shear flow

The motion of a solid spheroid in a simple shear flow is analyzed in this section
to validate our results for the rotational dynamics of particles at small Reynolds
number. Jeffrey [80] studied the motion of an spheroid at vanishing Reynolds
number and obtained analytical solutions. In particular, his solution shows
that the motion of a spheroid, is periodic with a period given by eq. (3.8):
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Figure 3.2.: Scaling of the LBM code comparing mega-lattice updates per second (MLUPS)
by different number of CPU cores in parallel, measured on Cartesius (SurfSARA supercomput-
ing center, Amsterdam), for turbulent pipe flow without particles at different resolution. The
number of lattice updates per second increases linearly with number of processors, thereby
exhibiting excellent scaling.

T =
2π(a2 + b2)

abG
(3.8)

where G is the shear rate, a and b are the radii of the spheroid. In a period
of time T , the particle completes one full rotation. The Reynolds number is
Re = Gd2/ν, where d = 2a (a being the major radius).

In our simulation, a spheroid with semi-major radius (a) and semi-minor
radius (b) is placed at the center of cubic domain of side H. The two walls
are separated by a distance H in the vertical direction and move in opposite
direction with velocity U (see schematic in figure 3.3). Periodic boundary
conditions are used in the axial and span-wise direction. The spheroid is free
to rotate but its translational motion is negligible due to the symmetry of the
set-up. The confinement ratio a/H for all the simulations was kept equal to
0.3125 while the Reynolds number was varied by changing the wall velocity. For
different Reynolds number, the computational results agree well with Jeffery’s
analytical solution and previous numerical results from independent LBM code
[81], as shown in figure 3.3. The deviation of our results from the analytical
results can most probably be attributed to the high confinement ratio. For the
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Figure 3.3.: Non-dimensional angular velocity (ω/G) of a spheroid in a Couette versus
normalized time (tG) for different Reynolds numbers compared against Jeffery’s solution (for
Re = 0) and previous numerical results from independent LBM code [81].

large confinement ratio, the effect of the viscous shear stress on the spheroid
due to the presence of the boundary walls becomes significant resulting in the
deviation from the analytical solution for an unbounded domain obtained by
Jeffrey [80].

3.2.2. Particle settling under gravity

The sedimentation of a single spherical particle in a box is considered in this
section in order to validate the particle dynamics under linear motion. In this
simulation, a spherical particle of diameter D is released in a vertical square
channel of width L which then settles under gravity. The sphere is initially
released at the center of the cross-section of the channel with zero velocity in
a fluid and settles along the axis of the channel, finally reaching its terminal
velocity. Since the walls are at a finite distance from the particle, the terminal
velocity will be less than the terminal velocity of an unconfined particle. Here
results from analysis of the three-dimensional problem are presented and com-
pared with the experiments of Miyamura et al. [82] and the numerical results
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of Aidun et al. [76]. Miyamura et al. [82] conducted a series of experiments to
study the wall effects on the steady settling velocities of single solid spheres
in square cylinders filled with highly viscous jelly solutions. The lattice Boltz-
mann simulation has been carried out for a three-dimensional sedimentation
in the same conditions as the experiments. In the present analysis, the channel
is discretized with 512 × 32 × 32 lattice units. In this simulation, the range
of particle Reynolds numbers is from 0.0012 to 0.0746, and the solid-to-fluid
density ratio is two. The wall effect is quantified with the ratio

ζ = ut/uo (3.9)

where ut is the terminal velocity with nearby boundary walls, and u0 is
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Figure 3.4.: Sedimentation of a sphere in a channel. The green line is a best fit to the
experimental data of Miyamura et al. [82]. The range of the particle Reynolds number was
from 0.0012 to 0.0746.

the unconfined terminal velocity from Stokes equation. Figure 3.4 shows a
comparison of the results from our computational analysis with the best curve
fit to the experimental data of Miyamura et al. [82]. As shown in this figure,
there is a very good agreement between the experiments and our computational
results.
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3.2.3. Interaction of approaching spheres

The accuracy of the present method with lubrication forces is studied using
the interaction of two identical spheres approaching each other. The results are
compared with analytical results of Jeffrey and Onishi [83] and the numerical
results of Janoschek et al. [84]. In the numerical set-up, one particle with radius
R is placed at a small (less than 1 lattice unit) random offset with respect
to the center of a cubic box. Periodic boundary conditions are applied in the
three directions on the cubic box. The size of the box was chosen to be 15R as
suggested by [84] in order to compromise between the computational cost and
the undesirable effect of boundaries. Another particle is placed at a random
angular position with respect to the first particle but a fixed surface separation
h. The first particle near to the center of the lattice is held fixed while the
other translate towards the first with a imposed velocity v such that it gives a
fixed particle based Reynolds number Re = |v|R/ν = 6× 10−8. The relaxation
time was kept equal to one giving ν = 1/6 for all simulations.

The simulations are allowed to run 1000 time steps (in lattice units) until
a steady state is reached. The motion of the particle during this time is
negligible as the Reynolds number was very small. Hence, no changes in the
discretization are observed and the forces on the particles are due to bounce-
back and lubrication only. For each R, the magnitude of the force is averaged
over 15 random configurations with the same value of h and normalised by the
drag force on a sphere obtained from Stokes law. Figure 3.5 displays the force
on the sphere related to the particle motions explained above at resolutions R
= 2, 4 and 8 and agrees well with previous analytical and numerical results.

3.3. Turbulent pipe flow

Now, we consider the flow in a cylindrical pipe without particles. The Reynolds
number based on the friction velocity and the diameter of the pipe (Reτ =
uτD/ν = 360) is used in the subsequent discussion. The friction velocity
can be related to the wall shear stress as ρu2τ = τw. When the force field is
conservative, such as gravity, it can be expressed as a pressure gradient and
vice-versa. A constant pressure gradient is included here as a force term. It
is possible to find a relation between the external forcing term and the wall
shear stress by considering the momentum balance between pressure and the
viscous forces as 2πRdxτw = πR2dP , which can be rearranged as τw = 1

2R
dp
dz .

In the simulations, the pipe-length is set equal to twice the diameter. Periodic
boundary conditions are used in the stream-wise (axial) direction. We used
mid-point bounce back boundary condition for the solid boundaries to impose
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Figure 3.5.: Non-dimensional force on one of the two identical spheres of radius R ap-
proaching each other with constant relative speed v, versus the normalized gap h/R for
different resolutions of R in lattice units (symbols). Numerical data are compated to the
series developed by Jeffrey and Onishi [83] and to the numerical results of Janoschek et al.
[84].

no-slip on the cylindrical wall [71]. The domain is discretized by a cubic mesh
of 256× 128 × 128 with 256 lattice points in the stream-wise and 128 in the
lateral directions.

The simulation starts from a laminar flow and with a random positioning
of the particles. Transition naturally occurs at fixed Reynolds number because
of the fluctuations induced by the presence of the particles. This turbulent
flow field created using the finite-size spherical particles is then used to restart
another simulation without the particles. The duration of the full simulation
without particles was 2 million time steps (in lattice units). Statistics for the
analysis are collected after the initial transient phase when the flow adjust
to the absence of particles and reaches a pseudo-steady state. The integral
time scale is computed using the diameter and friction velocity, t+ = D/uτ .
Turbulence statistics (figure 3.6) are obtained from averaging over the full
length of the pipe and over at least 50t+.

The difference between the radial profiles in the horizontal and the vertical
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Figure 3.6.: Plots of the axial and RMS velocities normalized by the friction velocity
for turbulent pipe flow without particles, at Reτ = 360 and obtained by averaging
over 50 integral time scales and over the length of the pipe. The Reynolds number
based on the friction velocity and the diameter of the pipe, Reτ = uτD/ν is 360. The
domain is discretized by a cubic mesh of 256 × 128 × 128 with 256 lattice points in
the stream-wise and 128 in the lateral directions.
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Figure 3.7.: Radial velocity profiles for root mean squared and averaged velocities, normalized
by friction velocity, uτ , and wall length, ν/uτ for turbulent pipe flow without particles at
Reτ = 360 and the comparison with the simulations of Eggels et al. [85].

directions obtained from the contour plots is taken as an estimate of the
error. The DNS data of Eggels et al. [85] was used as the reference data. In the

presentation of the results, y+ is defined as y+ = D+

2 −r
+, where r is the radial

coordinate in the cylindrical coordinate system with a pipe center as an origin,
D is the diameter of the pipe and the plus sign denotes the normalization with
respect to the wall length, ν/uτ . The axial and the root-mean-square (RMS)
velocity are normalized by the friction velocity, uτ . As shown in figure 3.7a
and 3.7b, the mean fluid velocity profile and turbulence intensities match well
with the DNS data.

We also observed the effect of lattice models (D3Q19 versus D3Q27) on
the rotational invariance of turbulent pipe flow [73]. Only the D3Q27 lattice
model could achieve the rotational invariance, in terms of long-time-averaged
turbulence statistics, and generate results comparable to DNS data (figure 3.7a
and 3.7b), while the D3Q19 lattice model exhibit strong angular dependency.
Hence, the D3Q27 lattice was used in all our pipe flow simulations.

3.4. Stresslet on a sphere in laminar flow

We now discuss the computation of the stresslet on a spherical particle in a
Couette flow. Then we compare the results with the analytical values of Faxén
laws. The Faxén laws are the relations between the motion (of the particle
and fluid) to the forces, torque, stresslet and flow that it experiences under low
Reynolds number conditions in dilute regime. The derivation of these results
uses the reciprocal theorem (Kim and Karrila, 1989, Chapter 3 [86]). Here
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we simply give the results for the stresslet applied to a sphere in stokes flow
regime:

S =
20

3
πµr3

(
1 +

r2

10
∇2
)
E(x = 0)

where r is the radius of the particle and E is the rate of strain in ambient
flow. The x = 0 implies that the ambient fields are evaluated at the position
occupied by the center of the particle when the particle is not present.

3.4.1. Couette flow

In the simulation, a spherical particle of diameter d is placed at the center of a
cubic domain of side H. The two walls are separated by a distance H and move
in opposite directions with velocity U (see schematic in figure 3.8). Periodic
boundary conditions are used in the axial, x, and span-wise direction, z. In
such a situation, the only non-zero velocity derivative is ∂u/∂y. Consequently,
the only non-zero components of the stresslet are Sxy and Syx and the two are
equal. The particle based Reynolds number (Re=Gd2/ν) varies from 0.03 to
0.4267.

The simulations are allowed to run 2000 time steps (in lattice units) until a
steady state is reached. The translational motion of the particle during this time
is negligible due to the symmetry of the problem. We computed the ratio Sxy*,
of the value of Sxy from the simulation (in steady state) using the momentum
exchange along each link node with the value obtained from Faxén laws. The
diameter of the particle is gradually decreased to eliminate wall effects, and
the Sxy component of the stresslet normalized by the analytic result is shown
in figure 3.8 for four different channel height. The results obtained from the
simulation converges to the analytical values for H/d ≥ 4 as shown in figure 3.8.
The slight increase in the error for higher H/d can be due the discretization
of particle surface at small diameters.

3.5. Conclusions

In this chapter, we demonstrated the applicability of the method based on the
solution of discrete Boltzmann equation (LBM) coupled with moving bounce-
back scheme to study a wide variety of problems involving rotation of a spheroid
in shear flow, settling of sphere in channels and interaction of approaching
spheres. More precisely, a simulation approach has been developed for the study
of turbulent flows with suspended finite-size particles in complex geometries
where, besides the dynamics of particles and Eulerian properties of fluid, it is
also possible to compute additional stresses due the the presence of particles.
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It was shown that the lattice Boltzmann method, with D3Q27 lattice model,
could produce turbulent statistics comparable to DNS data. Besides looking
into the dynamics of particles and statistics of velocity field, we also provided
a validation where we directly computed the stresslet from the momentum
exchange on the surface of the particle in shear flow.

The shortcoming of the method is that the momentum exchange operation
with moving boundary nodes is not completely mass conserving. This is because
when the fluid node is uncovered, the density at the node is assumed to be the
average of neighboring fluid nodes. However, the effect is usually negligible and
the total mass of the system remains conserved at a macroscopic level. Overall,
the method provides a versatile and numerically efficient tool for the study of
suspension of particles in turbulent flows.
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4. Computational study of particle
migration and stresslet distributions
in particle-laden turbulent pipe flow

Particle-laden turbulent flows occur in a variety of industrial applications as well
as in naturally occurring flows. While the numerical simulation of such flows has
seen significant advances in recent years, it still remains a challenging problem.
Many studies investigated the rheology of dense suspensions in laminar flows
as well as the dynamics of point-particles in turbulence. Here we employ a
fully-resolved numerical simulation based on a lattice Boltzmann scheme, to
investigate turbulent flow with large neutrally-buoyant particles in a pipe flow
at low Reynolds number and in dilute regimes. The energy input is kept fixed
resulting in a Reynolds number based on the friction velocity around 250. Two
different particle radii were used giving particle-pipe diameter ratio of 0.05 and
0.075. The number of particles is kept constant resulting in a volume fraction
of 0.54% and 1.83% respectively. We investigated Eulerian and Lagrangian
statistics along with the stresslet exerted by the fluid on the spherical particles.

4.1. Introduction

Two-phase flows dispersed with either particles or bubbles are relevant to many
natural and industrial problems and under most practical conditions these flows
are turbulent [87, 88]. Some prominent examples involve turbulent sediment
transport in river basins, avalanches, dust storms, aerosol and pollutant trans-
port, combustion, slurries and several important industrial processes. In most of
the cases, the dispersed phase exists as non-living objects, e.g. sand particles in
dust storms, however there are also situations where the transported dispersed
phase is formed by living cells, e.g. algae in bioreactors or plankton in marine
ecosystems [58, 67]. Photo-bioreactors can be used for the mass production
of microalgae which can be processed further to make chemicals, nutrients
and even biodiesel. In photo-bioreactors, apart from the dynamics of particles,
it is also important to know the effect of hydrodynamic stresses on the cell
membrane as these might have detrimental effects and even destroy cells [59].
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Cell damage due to shear can represent one of the factors limiting the growth
of algae, and thus one of the key technical issues in upscaling photo-bioreactors
for microalgae culturing [7, 65]. In fact, turbulence in photo-bioreactors plays
a dual role for algae growth, on one side enhances mixing, thus allowing a
homogeneous distribution of nutrients and an appropriate exposure of algae to
sunlight [54], on the other side, too intense turbulence can damage algae and
reduce productivity of photo-bioreactors. Taking inspiration from the problem
of microalgae damaging, the present study focuses on the fundamental physics
of straining of (finite-size) particles in turbulence.

Turbulent multiphase flows are challenging fluid mechanics problems, even in
the low volume fraction limit [22, 89]. The complexity associated to the carrier-
phase turbulence is further increased by the coupling with the dispersed phase,
which makes both experimental and numerical measurements of turbulent mul-
tiphase flows far more difficult than those of single-phase flows [90]. A variety
of computational approaches is available for dispersed multiphase flows. Tradi-
tional computational investigations uses techniques where the multiphase flow
is computed only at the macroscale, and the details of the flow at the smaller
scales (of the order of the particle diameter) are incorporated through appropri-
ate reduced models based on Stokesian dynamics [22]. The validity of such an
approach is questionable when fluctuations smaller than the particle diameter
are relevant. When one needs to resolve the local flow around the particle, the
fully-resolved approach is an alternative method where the interface between
the particle and fluid domains is considered and the hydrodynamic force acting
on each particle is determined from the momentum exchange between fluid
and particle. A brief literature study and the overview of the work done on
fully-resolved simulations of finite-size particles in turbulent flows has been
provided in [72, 90]. Currently, there exists a variety of different schemes based
on finite difference or finite volume solution methods for the Navier-Stokes
equations combined with efficient schemes for the implementation of the solid
particle boundary conditions. A DNS study of dilute particle laden turbulent
flow in a vertical channel with fully resolved finite-size rigid particles using
immersed boundary method was performed in [30, 34]. The preferential accu-
mulation of heavier particles in an open-channel and their relation with flow
structures was investigated in [35]. A fictitious domain method was used in
[36] to study effects of large particles on the turbulence statistics in channel
flow. Recently, there has been some significant work using immersed boundary
method to study suspensions of finite-size particles in turbulent channel flow
for volume fractions varying up to 20%, where researchers looked into the
modification of the Eulerian flow field by the dispersed phase [31, 37, 38], as
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well as the modified scaling laws in presence of the particles [39]. The effect
of particles on transition to turbulence in wall-bounded flows has also been
studied by several researchers [41–43]. The lattice Boltzmann method (LBM)
has been an effective alternative tool for the simulation of particle suspensions
with applications in many industrial and biological problems [19, 20, 91]. Sim-
ulation of finite-size fibers in turbulent channel flow [3] or spherical particles in
isotropic turbulence [45] are some examples showcasing the versatility of the
method. LBM was also used to study turbulence modification by finite-size
particles in channel flow in [46, 47]. None of these studies using fully resolved
approaches explored the straining and fragmentation of the particles due to
the stresses from the surrounding fluid. In [44, 92–94], researchers have looked
into the fragmentation of solid aggregates suspended in a turbulent flow where
the aggregates are assumed to be small with respect to the Kolmogorov length
scale and it is further assumed that fragmentation is caused by hydrodynamic
stresses which are assumed proportional to the energy dissipation. This choice
was motivated by the observation that the occurrence, in the surroundings of
a small particle, of instantaneous stresses capable of inducing fragmentation
is controlled by the statistical (spatial and temporal) distribution of these
stresses, which is in turn dictated by the turbulent flow field. In a recent work
[72], we proposed the stresslet (the symmetric component of first moment of
the force per unit area at the particle surface) as a measure to quantify the
effect of a straining flow-field on finite-size particles.

The fragmentation of aggregates in a particle-laden flow can be caused by
two mechanisms. The first mechanism is called impact fragmentation and is
caused by the collisions of the particles with other particles or walls. However,
we do not consider this mechanism in the present study as we are simulating
a dilute suspension of particles where the collision rate is relatively small. The
second type of fragmentation is caused by particle deformation induced by the
hydrodynamic stresses. Deformation of a particle generates internal stresses
which can break the particle by the following two processes:

1. If the response time of the particle to deformation is very large, then
fragmentation is instantaneous and termed as brittle fragmentation and
the particle can be referred to as brittle.

2. If fragmentation depends on the stress history and a significant amount
of energy is required to overcome deformation, then the particle can be
referred to as ductile and the fragmentation is called ductile fragmenta-
tion.

Similar to fragmentation of aggregates of particles in turbulence, microal-
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gae and planktons can also be damaged by intense hydrodynamic shear that
occur in turbulent flows. Shear sensitivity can pose a significant problem in
photobioreactors as the intensity of turbulence needed to generate optimal
light-dark cycling is difficult to achieve without damaging algal cells [7, 65, 67].
Methods are being developed to understand and quantify the damage asso-
ciated with turbulence. The effect of shear stress on the viability (ability to
survive) of Chaetoceros muelleri was studied by [59] using a combination of
a rheometer and dedicated shearing devices. They imposed different levels of
shear stress by varying the shear rates and the medium viscosity. It was possi-
ble to quantify the effect of shear stress over a wide range, whilst preserving
laminar flow conditions through the use of a thickening agent. They observed
that the productivity of algae suddenly drops beyond a critical value of shear
rate. Therefore, it is important to understand the interactions between algae
and turbulence, in particular addressing the question of how migration of cells
and the damage to them is affected by the turbulent fluctuations of flow around
them. In order to be consistent with the existing literature, we will use the term
fragmentation in the subsequent discussion even when we refer to the damage
caused to the cells which reduces its viability. In either type of fragmentation,
either for particle aggregates or living cells, the phenomenology of turbulent
fragmentation is still not fully understood because of the inherent complexity
of the flow field along with the intricacy of the particle morphology in deter-
mining how the hydrodynamic forces redistribute over the structure of the
particle and how stresses accumulate in critical locations ultimately resulting
in damage or even fragmentation of particles. Consequently, simpler models
based on mean properties like energy dissipation are used to compute the
fragmentation rate. We used stresslet exerted by the fluid on rigid finite-sized
particles as a proxy to study the damage caused by the surrounding flow to the
microalgae and planktons. From a physical point of view, the stresslet is the
result of the resistance of the particle to a straining motion which makes it the
natural quantity to compute the fragmentation rate. We focus specifically on
the brittle fragmentation regime in which the cell or aggregate is fragmented
as soon as the norm of the stresslet crosses a critical value, i.e. ST > STcr.
Besides looking into the stresslet distribution as a proxy for cell fragmentation
statistics, we also investigated Eulerian and Lagrangian statistics in this article
using LBM.

As first observed by Segré and Silberberg [95, 96] for pipe flow, a neutrally
buoyant particle migrates radially to a preferred position. For a pipe, particles
which are initially at larger radial positions are driven inward, whereas particles
closer to the centerline of the tube are driven outward. This migration has been
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termed tubular pinch because it causes a focusing or pinching of the concen-
tration of particles. The migration takes place because the neutrally buoyant
particles are subjected to a lift force due to their finite-size and the presence
of a parabolic velocity profile. The particles migrate towards an equilibrium
position set by the balance between this lift force and the hydrodynamic re-
pulsion from the wall [97]. The equilibrium position associated with the Segré
and Silberberg phenomenon is at Req/R = 0.6 in the limit of very small pipe
Reynolds number. When Re increases, particles move progressively closer to
the wall (Req increases) as observed in the experiments of Segré and Silberberg
[95, 96] and more recently in [98, 99]. The results confirm that the tubular pinch
effect, in which particles accumulate on a narrow annulus, moves toward the
wall as Re increases. Many experimental and theoretical studies addressed this
migration phenomenon and they showed the existence of equilibrium positions
that depend on the channel geometry, particle radius, and channel Reynolds
numbers. Interestingly, another important feature observed in viscous flows is
the shear-induced migration which becomes important as the volume fraction
increases. When considering a pressure-driven Poiseuille flow, either in a pipe
or in a channel, the particles migrate toward the centerline, i.e. from high to low
shear rate regions. To avoid confusion, note that inertial migration is unrelated
to the rheological phenomenon of shear-induced migration, which is driven by
particle-particle interactions resulting in a non-Newtonian rheology. Inertial
migration results instead from the fluid-particle interaction within the confin-
ing geometry. However, all these studies focused on the migration of particles
in laminar conditions. The situation becomes more complex in turbulent flows
where particle motion is constantly affected by the turbulent eddies instead of
staying at an equilibrium position. In this study, we will also introduce a novel
definition of particle circulation frequency using the time signal of the radial
position of the particles.

4.2. Numerical model and simulations

The simulation algorithm consists of three major components: the fluid solver,
the model to simulate the particulate phase and the particle-particle interac-
tion. The numerical method is capable of modeling the interaction among the
particles also when their gap distance is below the grid size using a lubrication
force based on theoretical lubrication approximation for a small gap between
regular shaped objects. A complete discussion of these models can be found
in [72], where several test cases are presented as validation.

We provide here only evidence for the ability of the present numerical tool to
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accurately compute the stresslet exerted by fluid in a laminar pipe flow. In the
simulation, a spherical particle of radius rp is placed at different radial positions
in a pipe of diameter D. The length of the pipe is twice its diameter and the
flow is driven by a constant body force mimicking the pressure difference. The
Reynolds number based on the friction velocity and the diameter of the pipe
(Reτ = uτD/ν) is 0.88. Periodic boundary conditions are used in axial while
the no-slip boundary condition is used along the lateral directions with the
system resolution being 240× 120× 120. The results are compared with the
values computed using Faxén laws which provides an analytical expression for
stresslet under low Reynolds number conditions in the dilute regime and away
from the boundaries:

S =
20

3
πµr3p

(
1 +

r2

10
∇2
)
E(x = 0) (4.1)

In the above expression, rp is the radius of the particle and E is the rate
of strain in ambient flow. The x = 0 implies that the ambient fields are
evaluated at the position occupied by the center of particle when the particle
is not present. The simulations run for 20000 time steps (in lattice units)
until a steady state is reached. We computed the ratio of the norm of the
stresslet STN to the prefactor computed from Faxén’s expression of the stresslet
(STo = 20

3 πµr
3) from the simulation (in steady state) and compare our results

with the analytical results. The radial position of the particle is moved gradually
closer to the wall to understand the wall effect on radial stresslet profile. The
results obtained from the simulation converges to the analytical values for
particle radial position close the center of the pipe as shown in fig. 4.1 while
the deviations are observed near the wall. The deviation from the analytical
results are due to the close proximity of the particle surface with the pipe-wall
where the Faxén’s law does not hold anymore. Nevertheless, it was observed
that the error remains below 5% for radial position of sphere (denoted by r/R)
less than 0.7.

The validation discussed above holds for a Reynolds number approaching
zero because we were making a comparison with analytical results obtained for
low Reynolds number. Since we discuss simulations for higher Reynolds number,
we present here another validation for a spherical particle placed symmetrically
in a Couette flow at finite Reynolds number. We consider a neutrally buoyant
rigid particle immersed in a fluid. We denote the flow direction by 1, the
velocity gradient direction by 2, and the vorticity direction by 3. In fig. 4.2
and 4.3, we present various rheologically interesting quantities resulting from
the stresslet on a sphere. These include the shear component, S12, the first
(S11 − S22) and second (S22 − S33) normal stress difference contributions, and
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Figure 4.1.: Norm of stresslet tensor on a sphere in a Poiseuille flow, along with the solution
obtained from Faxén laws. The results deviates from the analytical solution close to the wall
due to the close proximity of the particle surface with the pipe-wall where the Faxén’s law
does not hold anymore.

the trace of the stresslet given by (S11 + S22 + S33)/3. The last is a quantity
related to what is termed the suspension pressure. The results are normalized
using νGr3p, where ν is the viscosity of the medium, G is the shear rate and rp
is the radius of the particle. We compared the theoretical predictions of both
[100, 101] with our numerical results. The predictions from [100] are

S12 =
10π

3
+ 5.61Re3/2,

S11 − S22 = −16π

9
Re+ 1.202Re3/2,

S22 − S33 = −409π

315
Re− 1.056Re3/2;

(4.2)

and those of [101] are

S12 =
10π

3
+ 1.82Re3/2,

S11 − S22 = −16π

9
Re+ 3.343Re3/2,

S22 − S33 = −409π

315
Re− 1.558Re3/2,

1

3
Sii =

19π

36
Re.

(4.3)
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Figure 4.2.: The shear component, S12 (left) and the trace of the stresslet, (S11+S22+S33)/3
(right), scaled by νGr3p, where ν is the viscosity of the medium, G is the shear rate and rp is
the radius of the particle.

Our results matches well the theoretical results except for the shear compo-
nent at higher Reynolds number. However, the deviations in S12 are similar
to those observed by [102] using a finite-element method. The error for the
numerical simulations might be attributed to the finite system size and particle
resolution.

4.2.1. Simulations of turbulent pipe flow

The turbulent pipe flow is simulated via a circular duct element with length L =
4R where R is the pipe radius and periodic inlet/outlet boundary conditions.
We used mid-point bounce back boundary condition for the solid pipe boundary
to impose the no-slip condition on the cylindrical wall [71]. The domain is
discretized by a cubic mesh of 480× 240× 240 with 480 lattice points in the
stream-wise and 240 in the lateral directions. In fig. 4.7, sect. 4.3, we have
shown a visualization of the computational domain along with the coordinate
system.

The Reynolds number based on the friction velocity and the diameter of
the pipe (Reτ = uτD/ν) is used in the subsequent discussion. The flow is
characterized by a nearly constant energy input controlled by a varying body
force, g, in the axial direction. In order to make a quantitative comparison
between the flow with and without particles, we decided to keep the energy input
in the flow as constant. This is achieved by varying the volume force g = (g,0,0)
at each time step in order to obtain fixed energy input Ein = 〈g ·U〉1−φ = 10−8,
where U=(Ux, Ur, Uθ) is the velocity of fluid, φ is the volume fraction of the
particles and 〈·〉1−φ represents the fluid averaged dot product i.e. the nodes
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Figure 4.3.: The first, (S11−S22) (left) and second, (S22−S33) (right) normal stress difference
contributions, scaled by νGr3p, where ν is the viscosity of the medium, G is the shear rate
and rp is the radius of the particle.

within the particle boundaries are excluded from the average. Two cases with
particle radii of 6 and 9 lattice units (lu) were considered, giving particle-
pipe diameter ratio of 0.05 and 0.075 respectively. The case with particle
radius rp = 6lu will be referred to as R6, and the case with particle radius
rp = 9lu will be referred to as R9 in the subsequent discussion. The number
of particles was kept same in both cases (Np = 128) giving a volume fraction
of 0.54% and 1.83% for the R6 and R9 respectively. These two simulations
are complemented with a reference single-phase flow (R0): the unladen case
with the same energy input. The simulation starts from a laminar flow and
with a random positioning of the particles. Transition to turbulence occurs at
fixed Reynolds number because of the fluctuations added by the presence of
the particles. Statistics are collected after the initial transient phase when the
flow reaches a pseudo-steady state. The integral time scale is computed using
the pipe radius and friction velocity t+ = R/uτ and is shown in table 5.1.

Figure 4.4 shows the variation of the forcing as a function of time (excluding
the initial transient phase) for the three cases considered. As expected, larger
forcing is needed for R9, probably due to larger viscous dissipation caused by
the particle surface. However, in addition to the increased surface area, there
are lot of factors at play which might result in the higher forcing required for
R9, including the higher volume fraction along with the complex interaction
between the particles and the surrounding fluid. Table 5.1 also shows the mean
forcing values which is used to compute the respective Reynolds number.

The Kolmogorov scales were computed using the energy input assuming
equilibrium i.e. Ein = ε (mean energy dissipation). Since energy input and
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Figure 4.4.: Time history of the forcing signal for the three cases needed to obtain fixed
energy input Ein = 〈g ·U〉1−φ = 10−8.

viscosity are kept constant in all the simulations, we get a Kolmogorov length
scale η = 1.38 and a Kolmogorov time scale τη = 577 in lattice units for all the
simulations. This value of the Kolmogorov length scale satisfies the constraint
πη ≥ 1 and τη > 1, which is one of the criteria for good quality of the DNS.
Another criterion to ensure fully resolved simulations concerns the size of the
computational domain which should be sufficiently large to accommodate all
relevant large-scale structures. This was studied in [85] and they found that
the two-point correlation coefficients along axial direction of the radial and
circumferential velocity components decays to zero within a pipe length equal
to pipe diameter. Since the flow is periodic in the axial direction, this suggests
that L = 4R as used in our simulations is sufficient to resolve all flow structures
in lateral direction. However, they also observed that the two-point correlation
coefficients for axial velocity fluctuations does not decay to zero even after
L = 5R (corresponding to a pipe length of L = 10R) in the near wall region.
This is due to the streamwise elongated flow structures present in the near-
wall region which causes the correlations to be non-zero. In [31] and [41], it is
suggested that the presence of particles tends to disrupt long flow structures so
that the effect on particle dynamics, would not be different in longer domains
(the influence of particles on flow structures is further discussed in sect. 4.8).
In [103], a fairly good agreement with the results in [85] for L = 4R was
observed. Figure 4.5 shows the one-dimensional energy spectrum for turbulent
fluctuations along the axial direction in the bulk (0 ≤ r/R ≤ 0.25) of the
turbulent pipe without particles for three different pipe lengths of L=4R, 8R
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Table 4.1.: Parameter settings for the turbulent simulations

R Volume fraction Forcing Reτ uτ t+

0 0 2.06× 10−7 250 0.0035 33990
6 0.54% 2.16× 10−7 256 0.00358 33190
9 1.83% 2.23× 10−7 260 0.00364 32670

and 16R. The spectrum extends in the low wavenumber regime for longer pipes
without any significant influence in the large wavenumber regime. Therefore,
we used the pipe length equal to four times the radius (L = 4R) in the present
analysis.
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Figure 4.5.: One-dimensional energy spectrum for turbulent fluctuations along axial direction
in the bulk of the turbulent pipe without particles normalized by the energy dissipation and
kinematic viscosity against wavenumber normalized by the Kolmogorov length scale for
different length of the pipe.

Figure 4.6 shows the time history (excluding the initial transient phase) of
the energy dissipation (ε) and of the total kinetic energy (TKE) per unit length
where a time-lag between the two plots is suggestive of the presence of energy
cascade. The kinetic energy has been scaled down in the plot such that its
root-mean-square (RMS) value is the same as the RMS of energy dissipation.
The energy dissipation has been computed as discussed in sect. 4.3.2.
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Figure 4.6.: Time series of the total kinetic energy (TKE) and energy dissipation (ε) per
unit length in turbulent pipe for single phase flow (R0) and the two particle radii (R6 and
R9). The kinetic energy has been scaled down in the plot such that its RMS value is the
same as the RMS of energy dissipation.

4.3. Turbulence characteristics of the carrier phase

In this section, we discuss how the presence of particles affects the turbulence
structure of the fluid phase with particular focus on the RMS of velocity fluc-
tuations and on the energy dissipation. A visual impression of the suspension
flow in the whole domain is provided in fig. 4.7, which shows a typical particle
configuration along with a colour plot of the instantaneous streamwise velocity.

4.3.1. RMS velocity profiles

Here we discuss the effect of particles on the Eulerian RMS velocity profiles.
In the presentation of the results, distance from the wall, y+, is defined as
y+ = D+

2 − r
+, where r is the radial coordinate in the cylindrical coordinate

system with the pipe center as the origin, D is the diameter of the pipe and the
+ sign denotes the normalization with wall units, ν/uτ . The root-mean-square
(RMS) velocity is normalized by the friction velocity, uτ . Fig. 4.8 shows the
axial and radial RMS velocities values for the three simulations.

Our results indicate that the presence of large particles results in a decreases
of the root-mean-square (RMS) of the streamwise velocity fluctuation and in an
enhancement of the RMS of radial and circumferential (not shown here) velocity
fluctuations near to the wall. This indicates that the presence of particles
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4.3. Turbulence characteristics of the carrier phase

Figure 4.7.: Instantaneous snapshots of the streamwise velocity together with the particle
position for the case R9.

redistributes energy more isotropically. In [103], similar results were observed
and explained this using the vortical structures in the flow. For the particle-free
case, the flow field is dominated by large-scale quasi-streamwise vortices. The
particles induce small-scale vortices in the near-wall region, resulting in the
enhancement of the RMS of radial and azimuthal velocity fluctuations there.
At the same time, the strength of large-scale streamwise vortices is attenuated
by the particles in the particle-laden cases. Therefore, the large-scale vortices
exhibit more three-dimensional features due to the particle effects, unlike the
particle-free case where they are mainly extended in the streamwise direction.
Accordingly, the large-scale streamwise fluctuating velocities are attenuated,
and the peak RMS of the streamwise velocity fluctuation is reduced in the
presence of the particles while the RMS of radial velocity increases near to the
wall.

4.3.2. Mean profiles and energy dissipation

We investigate in more detail the mean velocity profiles and the flow dynamics
near the wall. Figure 4.9 depicts the mean particle and fluid velocity profiles in
viscous wall units. The fluid velocity statistics have been calculated considering
only the points located out of the volume occupied by the particles (phase-
ensemble average). Similarly, the particle velocity profile is computed using the
rigid-body motion for lattice nodes inside the particle. This means we do not
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r fluctuating velocity components
for the fluid phase in viscous wall units, y+, for single phase flow (R0) and for the case of
the two particle radii (R6 and R9).

just use the velocity of center of mass of the particle but the velocity of each
node within the particle to compute these statistics. As shown in fig. 4.9, both
fluid and particles have the same mean velocity in the whole pipe with the
exception of near to the wall where particles have a mean velocity larger than
the surrounding fluid. While the velocity at the wall is zero for the fluid, this
is not the case for the solid phase as particles can have a relative tangential
motion. This relative slip and the strong effect of particles on the fluid wall
layer causing a considerable modification of the streamwise velocity structures
compared to single-phase flow were already observed in [31]. Their conclusion
was that the structure of the wall turbulence is significantly altered by the
particles resulting in a much weaker organization into coherent structures.

To explore this further, we look into the dissipation rate in the turbulent pipe
flow. The dissipation rate, ε, may be written down in terms of the fluctuating
rates of strain obtained from the turbulent flow field and kinematic viscosity,
ν. By definition, the energy dissipated per unit volume is given by:

ε = 2νEijEij , (4.4)

where Eij is the symmetric part of the velocity gradient tensor i.e Eij =
1/2(∂ui/∂xj +∂uj/∂xi). Using Einstein notation, and symmetry arguments for
cartesian coordinates, this expression for ε becomes:

ε = 2ν(E2
11 + E2

22 + E2
33 + 2(E2

12 + E2
13 + E2

23)). (4.5)

Thus, dissipation is particularly pronounced in regions where the instanta-
neous gradient in velocity, and hence shear stress, is large. We now investigate
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Figure 4.9.: Mean particle and fluid axial velocity profile (Ux) in viscous wall units. The
velocity statistics have been calculated using phase-ensemble average and rigid-body motion
for lattice nodes inside the particle.

the influence of particles near to the wall on the distribution of energy dissi-
pation. In fig. 4.10, we plot the instantaneous energy dissipation for the case
R9, together with the particle positions close to the wall. The plot shows a
peak in the energy dissipation in regions where the fluid is confined between
the particle and the wall. This suggest that high particle-to-fluid apparent slip
velocity, close to the wall, corresponds locally to events of high dissipation
rate. Essentially, the particle tries to displace the fluid along with it while
the wall tries to bring it to a halt, resulting in large velocity gradients and
hence large energy dissipation. Similar observations were made in [104] where
particles have a significant slip velocity that is reflected in extreme events in
the distribution of wall shear stresses.

The probability density function (pdf) of the energy dissipation, presented
in fig. 4.11, shows a clear difference between the typical distribution of energy
dissipation for a single-phase flow, and for the particle-laden cases. In the
presence of particles, the tails of the pdf are greatly stretched, with substantial
probability of finding values of the energy dissipation rate up to several times
the value observed for single-phase flow. The results for small and large particles
show a similar behavior with more extreme events of energy dissipation for
larger particles.
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Figure 4.10.: Plot of energy dissipation, ε, along the length of the pipe for the case R9 at
a cross-section . The particle and pipe boundaries are marked by a black line. The fluid
confined between the particle and the pipe wall shows energy dissipation as high as five times
the mean value.

4.4. Structure of the dispersed phase

Visualizations of the typical particle trajectories are reported in fig. 4.12. The
irregular motion of the particles spanning the entire cross-section of the pipe
can be clearly observed.

Figure 4.13 and 4.14 show the results for the joint probability distribution
function of axial and angular velocity, respectively, with radial position of
the center of mass of the particles obtained from the simulation. The axial
velocity is normalized by the friction velocity of the corresponding simulation,
the angular velocity is normalized by the ratio of friction velocity to the pipe
radius and the radial positions are normalized with the radius of the pipe.

The particle axial velocity is compared with the mean Eulerian velocity
obtained from another simulation without particles but with the same energy
input. It is observed that the axial velocity of particles is scattered around
the mean velocity obtained from the Eulerian field. The angular velocity of a
sphere in a shear flow with shear rate G, is given by G/2. For this reason, the
magnitude of angular velocities of the particles is compared with the half of
the shear rate (G/2), again obtained from another simulation with the same
energy input but without particles. The angular velocities of the particles
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Figure 4.11.: Probability density function of the energy dissipation, ε, normalized with
respect to their mean, 〈ε〉, for single phase flow (R0) and for the case of the two particle radii
(R6 and R9).

increases towards the wall due to the presence of a high-shear region and
remains scattered around the values of shear rate obtained from the Eulerian
field. The finite size of the particles results in an excluded region near the wall
which increases for higher particle radii.

4.4.1. Stresslet and fragmentation rate

In order to quantify the effect of a straining flow field on particles, we compute
the stresslet (the symmetric component of the first moment of the force per
unit area) on the surface of the particles:

Sij =

∫
Sp

1

2
[σikxj + σjkxi]nkds−

1

3

∫
Sp

σklxkδijnlds, (4.6)

where xj is the vector connecting the surface element to the center of mass
of the particle, nk is the outward unit normal from the particle surface, σik is
the fluid stress tensor and the integration takes place over the surface of the
particle Sp. The computation of forces locally on the surface of the particle
using the bounce back scheme enables us to compute the stresslet directly.

A definition of the fragmentation rate in terms of first exit-time statistics
was proposed in [92]. This corresponds to the measurement of fragmentation
rate by computing the average time that it takes for the particles to reach
the first occurence of local hydrodynamic stresses that are strong enough to
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Figure 4.12.: Left: Trajectory of a particle in the turbulent pipe for ten eddy turnover
times, t+ = R/uτ , with its projection on three orthogonal planes. The black line indicates the
projection of boundaries of the pipe on the orthogonal planes. For the purpose of visualization,
axial direction has been contracted by a factor of 20. Right: Axial view of ten particle
trajectories in the turbulent pipe for ten eddy turnover times (different colors correspond to
different particle trajectories).

Figure 4.13.: Joint PDF of axial velocity for R6 (left) and R9 (right) with radial position of
the particles. Color bar indicates log10 values of the probability. Blue lines indicate the mean
axial velocity obtained from the Eulerian field of a turbulent pipe flow simulation without
particles but with the same energy input as the one with particles (R0).
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Figure 4.14.: Joint PDF of the magnitude of the angular velocity, for R6 (left) and R9
(right), and of the radial position of the particles. Color bar indicates log10 values of the
probability. Blue lines indicate half of the mean shear rate obtained from the Eulerian field
of turbulent pipe flow simulation without particles but with the same energy input as the
one with particles (R0).

break the particle. They define fragmentation as an instantaneous event in
time. Here we assume that this happens when the local stresslet, acting on
the particle, exceeds a critical STcr, i.e. we consider the limit of highly brittle
particles, which is believed to hold for small and compact particles made of
materials that form stiff bonds. In this limit, the time for accumulating the
stress is small compared with the time over which the stress is applied so that
with respect to the time scale of the stress fluctuations, fragmentation occurs
instantaneously. The critical stresslet is a characteristic of the particle under
consideration, i.e. STcr is a function of the particle properties such as size,
structure, type of constituent particles, and chemical environment.

In fig. 4.15, we show schematically the way in which we propose to estimate
the fragmentation rate, using a real example taken from the evolution of radial
position (left) and stresslet (right) of two particles. In fig. 4.15 (right), we
show the time series of the stresslet norm (ST ) along a particle trajectory and
the procedure followed to define the exit-time. Assuming a particle released
at a time t0 moves with the flow for a time tfrag after which the stresslet
norm exceeds, for the first time, the critical threshold STcr (indicated by the
horizontal line in fig. 4.15) where the particle breaks up. The first crossing
of STcr thus defines the exit time τ(STcr), which is the basic quantity for
determining the fragmentation rates. It should be noted here that the term
fragmentation is slightly inappropriate from the perspective of our simulations
since we are using rigid non-breaking spheres. However, we can still define
the fragmentation rate as the average time after which the particle with given
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Figure 4.15.: Time evolution of the particle radial position (left) and of the corresponding
stresslet norm (right) for two sample particles. Time t is normalized by the Kolmogorov time,
radial positions are normalized by the pipe radius and the stresslet norm is normalized by
its global mean.

critical stresslet STcr, would have been damaged. The fact that our particles
remain intact, and continues to move, allows us to collect more statistics by
randomly choosing the release time, t0, multiple times per particle and then
further averaging the data over multiple particles.

The fragmentation rate (ffrag) for the given threshold of stresslet (STcr) is
then given by the inverse of the mean exit-time, computed as the ensemble
average over many trajectories:

ffrag =
1〈

τ(STcr)
〉
exit

. (4.7)

From fig. 4.15, where we plot the time evolution of the particle radial position
(left) and of the corresponding stresslet norm, it appears that particles are
subject to high fluctuations of the stresslet even when in the bulk of the pipe
while the stresslet assumes its highest values close to the wall. The discussion
can be quantified by looking at the time-averaged profiles of the stresslet norm
in the turbulent pipe flow measured as shown in fig. 4.16. Close to the wall, the
stresslet assumes large values, which are an order of magnitude higher than the
corresponding mean, due to high shear and wall effects. The stresslet does not
decay to zero near the center of the pipe, probably due to turbulent velocity
fluctuations and exhibits a flatter profile.

Figure 4.17 show the fragmentation rate for the two particle radii along with a
scaling exponent of 0.42. The latter corresponds to a numerical fit of 0.42±0.02
observed for fragmentation rate in homogeneous isotropic turbulence [93]. As
expected, the fragmentation rate decreases with increasing values of critical
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Figure 4.16.: Mean stresslet norm (ST ) normalized with its global mean, 〈ST 〉, as function
of the radial distance in the turbulent pipe flow for the two particle radii (R6 and R9) with
error bars representing the RMS of stresslet fluctuations.

stresslet (STcr), confirming earlier results suggesting that weak particles break
faster than stronger ones, as the particles with lower values of STcr/〈ST 〉 (weak
particles) have a higher value ffragτη (faster breakage). Furthermore, for small
STcr, the fragmentation rate shows a power-law-like behavior that is similar
amongst different datasets. Power-law fragmentation rates have been proposed
for describing the evolution of the particle size distribution in the framework
of population balance models, where they lead to reasonable agreement with
experiments, at least within a certain range of experimental parameters [105].
The observed power-law scaling corresponds to the fast break-up of particles
as they start from a region of where the stresslet is close to critical values.
Deviations from the plateau are seen for larger values of STcr. For these val-
ues of STcr, the particles in the bulk first get entrained by turbulent eddies
that transport them to the wall. During this entrainment particles gradually
experience larger values of stresslet (fig. 4.15).

For larger threshold values, again a leveling-off in the decrease of the frag-
mentation rate is observed. This is in contrast to the homogenous flows, for
which fragmentation shows a strong drop-off at large critical values [93]. The
higher fragmentation rates for wall-bounded flows are due to the high stresslet
close to the wall, which causes particles coming close to the wall to rapidly
break up. In the homogenous flows, strong aggregates are only broken by the
rare excursions of dissipation from the mean caused by intermittency [92, 93].
As these events are rare, the fragmentation rate exhibits a superexponential
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Figure 4.17.: Fragmentation rate, ffrag, as a function of the critical stresslet values, STcr,
for R6 and R9 non-dimensionalized using Kolmogorov time scale, τη, and global mean of
stresslet norm, 〈ST 〉, respectively, along with scaling exponent 0.42 corresponding to a fit of
the right tail of the quasi-Eulerian proxy for aggregate break-up [92], which well describes
fragmentation in HIT.

drop-off for large dissipation. The time difference between the first plateau
and the leveling-off corresponds to the time-scale of the movement of particles
from the bulk to the near wall regions.

The observation made from fig. 4.17 suggests that weak particles (small STcr)
in the wall-bounded flows are broken by turbulent fluctuations shortly after
their release, while on the other hand strong particles (large STcr) survive
for a longer time, during which they move further downstream where they
eventually gets fragmented. To explore this further, we examined the spatial
location at which fragmentation occurs in the wall-bounded flows. Figure 4.18
shows the pdf of average radial coordinates at which fragmentation occurs for
different critical stresslet values. As can be seen, with increasing critical values
of stresslet, the particles on average move closer to the wall before fragmenting.
The average fragmentation location for weak particles is therefore close to the
average location of where the particles were released. It can be seen that weak
particles (small STcr) are homogeneously fragmented, whereas strong particles
(large STcr) move radially and predominantly break close to the wall. The
fact that the fragmentation rate computed from our simulations shows scaling
corresponding to the HIT case for small critical values of stresslet, despite
the finite-size particles and the different method to quantify to fragmentation,
suggest that the microscopic mechanism causing fragmentation is consistent
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Figure 4.18.: Probability distribution of the radial position where fragmentation occurs,
rfrag, normalized by the radius of the pipe, R, in the turbulent pipe flow for R6 (left) and
R9 (right) for different values of the critical stresslet, STcr.

over a wide range of size and stress magnitude.

4.4.2. Particle migration

In this section, we discuss the migration of particles in the turbulent pipe flow.
As discussed in sect. 4.1, particles migrate in turbulence due to the influence of
eddies of various sizes, instead of accumulating at an equilibrium position as in
a laminar flow. In photo-bioreactor literature [7, 50], researchers approximate
the friction velocity of the turbulent pipe flow as the radial velocity.

UR = uτ =

√
τw
ρ
, (4.8)

where τw is the wall shear stress and ρ is the fluid density.
We compute the particle migration statistics inspired by the technique used

in the previous section to measure the exit time statistics. Here, instead of the
stresslet, we use the radial position of particles shown in fig. 4.15. To measure
the migration statistics of the particles, we compute the average time that the
particle takes to return to the same radial position (return-time statistics),
starting randomly from any radial position. The following protocol is applied:
(i) for each particle trajectory, select a starting time to at random. (ii) note the
radial position (ro) of particle at to define a bin of size ∆r lattice units around
the radial position (iii) the particle is then followed over time until it reaches
again the same radial position (ro −∆r ≤ rp ≤ ro +∆r), e.g. tcir in fig. 4.15.
The circulation frequency, fcir, for the given radial position is then given by
the inverse of the mean of the return time, computed as the ensemble average
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4. Study of particle migration and stresslet in turbulent pipe

over many time histories using a single particle trajectory and then averaged
over all particles. Figure 4.19 shows the circulation frequency computed in
this way for R6 and R9 compared with the frequency estimated using the
friction velocity and pipe radius as velocity and length scales, respectively. The
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Figure 4.19.: Particle circulation frequency, fcir, non-dimensionalized using Kolmogorov
time scale, τη, in a turbulent pipe flow for R6 and R9 along with frequency computed using
friction velocity, uτ , and pipe radius. The size of the error bars is equal to the corresponding
values in the bin divide by the square root of the number of entries in that bin.

results are normalized with the Kolmogorov time and the pipe radius. It can
be observed that using the actual radial velocity fluctuation can improve the
prediction of circulation frequency, as apparent from the correlation between
fig. 4.8 and fig. 4.19. It can be further observed that a maximum exists near
the wall which probably corresponds to the maximum in the radial velocities of
the Eulerian field. The radial position of the maxima seems to shift away from
the wall for larger particle radius. However, simulations at several different
particle radii with larger statistics are needed to accurately quantify the effect
of particle size on radial migration. The measurements also suggest that the
friction velocity slightly over-predicts the radial velocity in the turbulent pipe.
To further understand the dynamics of the interactions in the flow, we studied
the radial particle dispersion. The hydrodynamic, particle-particle and particle-
wall interactions induce lateral forces and diffuse the particles away from their
initial path. Here, we compute the mean-square radial displacement of the
particle trajectories as a function of the time interval, averaging over all times
and particles, sampling after the initial transient in the flow development. The
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4.4. Structure of the dispersed phase

radial mean square particle displacement, defined by eq. 4.9,

MSD(∆t) = 〈∆r2〉 = 〈[r(t+∆t)− r(t)]2〉p,t (4.9)

where the subscript, p, t means that the averaging is done for all the particles
and for the complete length of the trajectory of each particle (excluding the
transient period). The computed radial mean square particle displacement
normalized with the pipe radius squared is displayed as a function of ∆t in fig.
4.20 for R6 and R9.
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Figure 4.20.: Mean square particle displacement in the radial direction non-dimensionalized
using the square of the radius of the pipe in a turbulent pipe flow for R6 and R9 as a function
of time, non-dimensionalized using Kolmogorov time scale.

For both the cases studied, the mean square dispersion grows initially quadrat-
ically for both particles. In this ballistic regime, the particle trajectories are
correlated and the displacements are proportional to ∆t. The trend changes
for larger time lags when the dispersion becomes negligible as the curve flat-
tens. This is induced by particle-particle and more importantly particle-wall
collisions that de-correlate the trajectories in time. At higher density, it should
take longer to diffuse a given distance, as other particles continually impede
its progress. However, the two cases considered shows similar radial disper-
sion characteristics suggesting that the higher volume fraction for R9 does not
significantly affect it’s radial dispersion.

In addition to radial migration, it is also important to study the tangential
migration in a photo-bioreactor. This is because the availability of light in a
photo-bioreactor has a strong angular dependency due to the orientation of
sun with respect to the reactor, which further depends on the time of the day,
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4. Study of particle migration and stresslet in turbulent pipe

geographic location of the reactor, the surface slope, and the inclination of
photo-bioreactors with respect to the surface. Consequently, the algae experi-
ences strong gradients of light intensity as it travels tangentially in the reactors.
We approximate the dark zone as sector subtending an angle θ at the center
of the pipe. We computed the particle tangential circulation frequency for as
a function of angle θ, in a similar way as we computed the radial circulation
frequency. We computed the tangential circulation frequency using the average
time that it took a particle starting from the center of dark zone to go the
light zone and then come back to the dark zone as a function of the angle, θ
and the results are shown in fig. 6.4. It can be observed that tangential circu-
lation frequency for R6 is slightly higher for smaller θ while both cases exhibit
same frequency for larger values of θ . From an application perspective, the
knowledge of these statistics is extremely relevant for optimizing the light-dark
cycles in photo-bioreactors.
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Figure 4.21.: Particle tangential circulation frequency, fθ, non-dimensionalized using Kol-
mogorov time scale, τη, in a turbulent pipe flow for R6 and R9.

4.5. Conclusions

The present work outlines a novel approach of using stresslet, computed from
a finite-size representation of particles, in combination with a Direct Numeri-
cal Simulation (DNS) of turbulence to study the phenomenology of particles
fragmentation in turbulent flow. From the perspective of the application to
photo-bioreactors, algae strength can be measured in terms of the critical
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stresslet values (discussed in sect. 4.4.1) by correlating experiments in simple
shear devices [59] with numerical simulations under similar flow conditions.
The fragmentation rate was observed to exhibit scaling corresponding to ho-
mogenous isotropic turbulence, for small critical values, and a transition region,
for larger critical values of stresslet, which corresponds to transfer of particles
from the center of the pipe to the near wall regions. Besides computing the
stresslet and the fragmentation rate of the particles, we also looked at the
dynamics of particles and at the statistics of the Eulerian velocity field. It was
observed that unlike the fluid, particle velocity does not vanish in the near
wall region. Large particle-to-fluid slip velocity was observed close to the wall,
which corresponds locally to events of high energy dissipation.
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5. Effect of particle shape on fluid
statistics and particle dynamics in
turbulent pipe flow

Anisotropic particles are present in many natural and industrial flows. Here
we perform direct numerical simulation (DNS) of turbulent pipe flows with
dispersed finite-size prolate spheroids simulated by means of the lattice Boltz-
mann method (LBM). We consider three different particle shapes: spheroidal
(aspect ratio 2 and 3) and spherical. These three simulations are complemented
with a reference simulation of single-phase flow. For the sake of comparison, all
simulations, laden or unladen have the same energy input. The flow geometry
used is a straight pipe with length eight times its radius where the fluid is
randomly seeded with 256 finite-size particles. The volume fraction of particles
in the flow has been kept fixed at 0.48% by varying the major and minor axis
of each particle such that their volume remains the same. We studied the effect
of different particle shapes on particle dynamics and orientation, as well as on
the flow modulation. We show that the local accumulation of spheres close to
the wall decreases for spheroids with increasing aspect ratio. These spheroidal
particles rotate slower than spheres near to the wall and tend to stay with
their major axes aligned to the flow streamwise direction. Despite the lower
rotation rates, a higher intermittency in the rotational rates was observed for
spheroids and this increase at increasing the aspect ratio. The drag reduction
observed for particles with higher aspect ratio have also been investigated us-
ing the one-dimensional energy and dissipation spectra. These results point to
the relevance of particle shapes on their dynamics and their influence on the
turbulent flow.

5.1. Introduction

The study of solid particle suspensions in turbulence is relevant for the under-
standing and for the optimization of many biological and engineering flows [18].
Some examples of these are slurry flows, the combustion of pulverized solid
fuels, dust storms, pollutant dispersion in the atmosphere and the dynamics
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and stresses on microalgae in photo-bioreactors. Additionally, non-spherical
particles, with varying shapes and sizes are common: plankton species and
pollen grains occur in a astonishing variety of shapes, cellulose fibers or tex-
tile vary in their rigidity and shape, microalgae in photo-bioreactors are also
usually anisotropic in shape [54].

The motion of non-spherical particles in turbulent flows is particularly intri-
cate, also in view of the fact that their rotational dynamics in laminar flows is
already complicated. The presence of turbulence makes the problem even more
intriguing and challenging to solve: in addition to the complexity of turbulence,
we now have to consider forces and torques that vary according to the particle
orientation. Most of the literature on particulate fluid flows reports the fluid
interactions with spherical particles [22, 23, 37, 39, 45, 46, 72, 90, 106–108].
Non-spherical particles, due to their anisotropic nature, are more complicated
to treat than spherical particles. Consequently, relatively fewer numerical and
experimental studies have been devoted to non-spherical particles in turbu-
lent flows. For non-spherical particles, analytic approaches that account for
fluid inertia in unsteady flow and that are applicable across the full range of
spheroidal shapes are not yet available in literature [109].

The study of elongated particles suspended in a viscous fluid flow has been
a topic for research through many decades. The case of an ellipsoidal particle
immersed in a creeping viscous fluid was studied by Jeffery [80]. Further ana-
lytical work on particles of different geometrical shapes has been conducted by
Brenner [110] and a general treatise is provided in Happel and Brenner [111].
All these different analytical studies assume Stokes flow conditions around the
particles, i.e. viscous effects dominate over inertial effects.

A comprehensive review of the models used to describe non-spherical particle
motion, along with numerical and experimental methods for measuring particle
dynamics, has been provided in [109]. The majority of these previous studies,
mostly focusing on turbulence, limited to the case of point-like spheroidal
particles, assumed dilute conditions, and additionally, neglected the feedback on
the flow. To the best of our knowledge, we can report only three investigations of
finite-size anisotropic rigid particles in turbulence, those by Do-Quang et al. [3],
Ardekani et al. [112] and Eshghinejadfard et al. [113]. The lattice Boltzmann
method was used in [3] to simulate finite-size fibers in turbulent channel flows.
In [112] researchers used an immersed boundary method to simulate oblate
particles in a turbulent channel flow at volume fractions up to 20%. Finally
in [113], the lattice Boltzmann method coupled with an immersed boundary
method was used to simulate fully resolved prolate ellipsoids with different
aspect ratio in turbulent channel flow.
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There are two important aspects regarding anisotropic particles in turbu-
lence that we would like to explore further in this work. The first is the influence
of particles on the carrier phase turbulence, commonly known as turbulence
modulation. A fundamental understanding concerning the underlying phenom-
ena, which are responsible for the complex interaction between the particles
and turbulence is required to advance the design of engineering devices where
such flows occur. The current understanding on the modification of the carrier
phase turbulence due to the presence of solid particles, however, is limited.
Different mechanisms have been suggested to explain experimental observa-
tions and different parameters have been identified as being important but
a lack of consensus exists in this field. Moreover, it is difficult to separate
the direct modulation of the turbulence which can be attributed to enhanced
effective viscosity, from the additional effects, like the momentum exchange on
the surface of particles, the presence of the particle wake or the distribution
of particle-induced stresses.

For finite-sized particles, attenuation of turbulence of the carrier phase is ob-
served with small particles while amplification is observed with larger particles
[40, 114]. Study of small spherical particles at higher concentrations was per-
formed by Kulick and coworkers [115], modeling feedback on the flow (two-way
coupling), reporting that the fluid turbulence is attenuated by the addition
of particles, while turbulence anisotropy increases. This effect was reported
to increase with the particle Stokes number, with the particle mass loading
and with the distance from the wall. In the case of non-spherical particles, the
shape effect of particles on the particle-turbulence interaction is even more
interesting. It was first observed in 1948 that the addition of polymers to a
turbulent pipe flow reduced the pressure drop substantially below that of the
solvent alone at the same flow rate [116]. The phenomenon was termed as drag
reduction and has been the subject of several numerical and experimental in-
vestigations since then. Compared to the rigid anisotropic particles, polymers
have an additional degree of freedom: they can stretch. However, drag reduction
in the suspensions of rigid fibers was also observed in [117, 118], similarly to
what was reported for dilute polymer solutions [119, 120]. A review of the phe-
nomenon of drag reduction was provided by Nieuwstadt and den Toonder [121].
While drag reduction was observed also with spherical particles [122], very few
other evidences were reported in the literature. For example, an attenuation
in turbulent kinetic energy of 3% and 15% respectively, for prolate ellipsoidal
and for spherical particles, was observed [123]. In the maritime industry, drag
reduction due to injection of air bubbles into the turbulent boundary layer
under the ship hull is used to reduce the fuel consumption and has been a
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subject of several numerical and experimental studies (see review by Ceccio
[124]). It has been observed that it dramatically depends on the bubble size
and deformability [125]. Clearly, there is no general consensus on how drag
reduction is affected by particle shape and particle properties. In this chapter,
we will explore this further for rigid spheres and prolate spheroids.

Another important issue for anisotropic particles is their orientation and
rotation. Particle orientation has a major influence on particle-fluid interactions.
Orientation and angular velocities have been studied extensively in the past
decade using the point-particle approach. Numerical and analytical studies on
the orientation distribution of ellipsoids immersed in laminar and turbulent
pipe flows have been performed [126], reporting that fibers in the laminar
regime are more aligned in the flow direction. In several studies [127, 128],
the deposition and orientation of glass fibers in a turbulent pipe flow was
experimentally investigated. Researchers investigated ,by means of DNS, the
transport and the deposition of ellipsoidal particles in a turbulent channel flow
[129]. They provided velocity and orientational particle statistics in the viscous
sublayer and in the buffer layer. Later, it was observed that both spheres and
ellipsoids are preferentially concentrated in the near-wall, low-speed streaks
[130, 131]. An investigation of the rotational motion of inertia-free spheroids
in turbulent channel flow was conducted, see Refs. [132, 133]. These authors
showed that oblate spheroids preferentially align their symmetry axes normal
to the wall, whereas prolates are preferentially aligned parallel to the wall. The
mean particle rotation was also reported to reduce when increasing the particle
aspect ratio. In [134] researchers studied the effects of particle inertia, particle
shape, and fluid shear on particle rotation using direct numerical simulation of
turbulent channel flow. In [135], the work related to non-spherical particles in
laminar shear flows and sedimentation of non-spherical particles in still fluids
was studied.

In this chapter, we report results of simulations with particles with different
shapes and try to understand their effect on the flow modulation, particle
dynamics and orientation. The outline of the chapter is as follows. Section 2
deals with theory and introduces the approach used in this paper for particle-
particle and particle-wall interaction. Section 3 comprises discussion on flow
geometry and particle shapes used for the simulations. Section 4 focusses on
the fluid statistics where we present the mean and root-mean-square (RMS)
velocity profiles along with the energy spectrum. In section 5, we discuss the
results on particle dynamics. Here, the particle distribution profiles, velocity,
and orientational statistics will be presented. Finally, section 6 summarizes
and concludes the work.
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5.2. Methodology

The simulation algorithm consists of three major components: the fluid solver,
the model to simulate the dynamics of the particulate phase and the particle-
particle/particle-wall interaction. We used the D3Q27 Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook
(BGK) lattice Boltzmann method to simulate the fluid flow. The description of
the lattice Boltzmann method as a flow solver has been discussed in chapter 3.
The mid-point bounce back method proposed by Chen et al. [77] for the analy-
sis of solid particles with inertia suspended in a fluid was used for particle-fluid
coupling in this work. With the net force and the torque calculated using the
momentum exchange, the motion of the solid particle is simply determined by
solving Newton’s equations for the linear and angular momentum. In the simu-
lations discussed here, these equations are solved using a leap-frog integration
scheme to obtain the complete motion of the suspended solid particles in the
fluid [78].

In order to describe the motion of ellipsoids, we invoke three different Carte-
sian coordinate systems: the inertial frame, the particle frame, and the comoving
frame. The inertial frame, x = (x, y, z), is the frame that spans the computa-
tional domain. The particle frame, x′ = (x′, y′, z′), is attached to the particle
with its origin at the particle mass center. In this frame, the coordinate axes
are aligned with the principal directions of inertia. The comoving frame, x′′ =
(x′′, y′′, z′′), has its origin translating along the center of mass of the particle.
The coordinate axes are parallel to those of the inertial frame. The different
coordinate systems are shown in figure 5.1 along with a particle of aspect ratio
three.

Figure 5.1.: An ellipsoidal particle and the corresponding coordinate systems: the inertial
frame, x = (x, y, z), the particle frame, x′ = (x′, y′, z′) and the comoving frame, x′′ =
(x′′, y′′, z′).
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The purpose of introducing the particle frame is to describe the orientational
behavior of the ellipsoids using the principal of moments inertia (moment of
inertia in the particle frame). The sole purpose of introducing the comoving
system is to provide an intermediate step between conversion from inertial to
particle frame. After the shift of origin from inertial to comoving frame, one
needs to transform a given vector from the comoving frame to the particle fixed
frame through the linear transformation x′ =Ax′′. The orthogonal transforma-
tion matrix A comprises the nine direction cosines. Usually these parameters
are comprised by the three independent Euler angles [78]. However, the Euler
angles suffer from singularity problems. For this reason, the corresponding four
Euler parameters will be used for the particle orientation. The parameters
q0, q1, q2, and q3 are called quaternions. They are inter-dependent and must
satisfy the following constraint: q20 + q21 + q22 + q23 = 1. Using the quaternions,
the transformation matrix is given by:

A =

a11 a12 a13
a21 a22 a23
a31 a32 a33

 ,

where aij is

a11 = q20 + q21 − q22 − q23,

a12 = 2(q1q2 + q0q3),

a13 = 2(q1q3 − q0q2),

a21 = 2(q1q2 − q0q3),

a22 = q20 − q21 + q22 − q23,

a23 = 2(q2q3 + q0q1),

a31 = 2(q1q3 + q0q2),

a32 = 2(q2q3 − q0q1),

a33 = q20 − q21 − q22 + q23.

The angular dynamics was integrated by the method of quaternions, as dis-
cussed in [78], for representing orientations and rotations of finite-size particles.
The Euler equations are formulated in the particle frame and the principal
moments of inertia are used.

The numerical method is capable of correctly predicting the particle dynam-
ics as well as the velocity profiles of the turbulent flow in a pipe as discussed
in [72]. However, the strong dependence of lubrication interactions on the
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minimum separation between two particles requires precise knowledge of the
magnitude and direction of the minimum gap vector. For two spheres with
given radii, this can be computed trivially using the distance between the cen-
ters and the radii of the particles. For spheroids, the problem is considerably
more intricate. One solution is to follow the iterative procedure presented by
Lin et al. [136] for the distance between two ellipsoids. The method involves
the repositioning of tangent spheres along the inner surface of each ellipsoid
to minimize the distance of the sphere centers and thus the gap between the
ellipsoids. The approach is limited to ellipsoidal geometries and is not valid for
particles of any arbitrary shape.

We developed a novel approach to compute the closest distance between
the particles. In our approach, we randomly generate points constraint on the
surface of the particles. The geometric minimum distance between two particles
can then be computed as the minima in the distance function. In the appendix
A, we demonstrate the use of this method to calculate the distance between a
sphere and a spheroid rotating in a Couette flow with an accuracy of about 0.5
lattice units. The method does not provide the direction of closest approach,
and therefore, it is not possible to apply lubrication forces using this method.

5.3. Flow geometry

In this study, we performed a number of particle-laden DNS of turbulent pipe
flow (see table 5.1 for details of simulations parameters). The flow geometry
concerns a straight pipe and the fluid is randomly (with regard to position
and orientation) seeded with 256 finite-size particles. Similar to most of the
previous works in this field, we consider the case of axisymmetric ellipsoids,
also called spheroids. Any spheroidal shape can be specified by a single aspect
ratio, λ, defined as the ratio of the dimension along the symmetry axis to a
perpendicular dimension: λ = 1 corresponds to a sphere, λ > 1 corresponds to
a prolate spheroid (or fiber-like), and λ < 1 corresponds to an oblate spheroid
(or disk-like). In the present simulations, three different particle shapes are
considered, either spheroidal (aspect ratio λ = 2 and 3) or spherical (λ = 1) as
shown in figure 5.2. Solid-phase volume fraction has been kept fixed at 0.48%
by varying the major and minor axis of each particle such that its volume
remains the same. Consequently, the volume fraction remains the same in
all the particle-laden turbulence simulations considered in this investigation.
These simulations are complemented with a reference single-phase flow (S0):
the unladen case with the same energy input as in the case with particles. Since
the cartesian coordinates were used for the simulations, the particle and fluid
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velocities were converted to radial coordinates before any further analysis.

(a) S1 (b) S2 (c) S3

Figure 5.2.: A visual impression of the three particle shapes considered, S1 (λ=1), S2 (λ=2),
S3 (λ=3). All particles have the same volume.

As also discussed in [72, 108], the flow is characterized by a nearly constant
energy input controlled by a time varying volume force, g = (g,0,0), with
intensity of g chosen at each time step in order to produce a fixed energy input
Ein = 〈g · Ug · Ug · U〉1−φ = 10−8. Here U=(Ux, Ur, Uθ) is the velocity of the fluid, φ
is the volume fraction of the particles and 〈·〉1−φ represents the fluid averaged
dot product, i.e. the nodes within the particle boundaries are excluded from
the average. The friction velocity is computed from the wall shear stress. The
wall shear stress is computed from the momentum balance between pressure
and viscous forces, using the relation, τw = 1

2R
dp
dx with dp

dx = 〈g〉, where 〈g〉 is
the mean time-space averaged value volume force, g = (g,0,0). The integral
time scale is computed using the pipe radius and friction velocity t+ = R/uτ
and is shown in table 5.1.

The Reynolds number based on the friction velocity and on the diameter
of the pipe (Reτ = uτD/ν) is used in the subsequent discussion. The average
velocity in the pipe, 〈Ux〉, and the Reynolds number based on it, Re〈Ux〉 =
〈Ux〉D/ν, are also presented in table 5.1. The domain is discretized by a cubic
mesh of 960 × 240 × 240, with 960 lattice points in the stream-wise and 240
in the lateral directions. The turbulent pipe flow is simulated via a circular
duct element with length L = 8R, where R is the pipe radius and periodic
inlet/outlet boundary conditions. The rest of the details remains the same as
discussed in [72, 108].

Figure 5.3 shows the variation of the forcing as a function of time (excluding
the initial transient phase) for the three cases considered and S0. It can be
observed that a larger forcing is needed for spherical particles S1, despite the
lowest surface area. Table 5.1 also shows the mean forcing values, 〈g〉 needed
for fixed energy input, which are used to compute the wall shear stress for each
case.
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Table 5.1.: Parameter settings for the turbulence simulations (all dimensional quantities are
in lattice units). 〈g〉 is the mean forcing needed to obtain fixed energy input, uτ is the friction
velocity, t+ is the integral time scale, Reτ is the Reynolds number based on the friction
velocity and on the diameter of the pipe (Reτ = uτD/ν), 〈Ux〉 is the average velocity in the
pipe and Re〈Ux〉 is the Reynolds number based on average velocity and on the diameter of
the pipe (Re〈Ux〉 = 〈Ux〉D/ν).

Case S0 S1 S2 S3

Aspect ratio NA 1 2 3
Major axis NA 5.8 9.16 12

Volume fractions NA 0.48% 0.48% 0.48%
〈g〉 2.06× 10−7 2.13× 10−7 2.11× 10−7 2.08× 10−7

uτ 3.5× 10−3 3.6× 10−3 3.5× 10−3 3.5× 10−3

t+ 3.39× 104 3.34× 104 3.35× 104 3.38× 104

Reτ 250 255 253 251
〈Ux〉 0.0483 0.0468 0.0472 0.0478
Re〈Ux〉 3.45× 103 3.34× 103 3.37× 103 3.39× 103

Figure 5.4 shows the time history (excluding the initial transient phase)
of the energy dissipation ,ε, and of the total kinetic energy (TKE) per unit
length. Here, a time-lag between the two plots is suggestive of the presence of
an energy cascade and thus of a turbulent flow. The kinetic energy has been
scaled down in the plot such that its root-mean-square (RMS) value is the
same as the RMS of the energy dissipation and the energy dissipation has been
computed as discussed in [108].

5.4. Fluid phase analysis

A visual impression of the suspension flow in the whole domain is provided in
figure 5.5, which shows a typical particle configuration along with a color plot
of the instantaneous streamwise velocity. In the previous section, we observed
that less forcing is needed to maintain the same energy input in turbulent pipe
flow laden with spheroidal particles as compared to the case with spherical
particles. In two-phase two-way coupled flow, several mechanisms contribute
to the modification of the turbulence, e.g. increase of dissipation due to no-
slip boundary conditions at the surface of the particles, the transfer of a part
of the particle kinetic energy to the carrier phase and vice-versa. Secondary
motion, due to the larger number of degrees of freedom of motion (tumbling and
spinning), associated with non-spherical particles can transfer kinetic energy of
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Figure 5.3.: Time history of the forcing signal (g) for the three particle shapes considered,
S1 (λ=1), S2 (λ=2), S3 (λ=3) and for the unladen case, S0. The forcing (g) is varied at each
time step such that energy input remains constant, i.e. Ein = 〈g · Ug · Ug · U〉1−φ = 10−8. The time
history is shown after the initial transient period (t > 500τη).

particles into turbulent kinetic energy, E, and transfer it in many more modes
than spheres can do. Consequently, particles with different aspect ratio have
different effect on the flow. In order to understand this, we decided to look into
the energy and dissipation spectra for all the cases.

However, it is not straightforward to compute the spectra of the fluid in pres-
ence of finite-size particles. A simple way is to compute the spectra using the
fluid velocity field at all the Eulerian mesh points in the computational domain
including those points that are inside the particles at the time of interest. This
means that the fluid motion inside the particle contributes to the computed
spectrum of turbulent kinetic energy, E. The flow field inside the particle is
the result of the rigid-body dynamics of the finite-sized particle. Of course,
accounting for the fluid velocity inside the solid particles for computing E(k)
does not have any physical meaning. Moreover, setting the velocity inside the
particle to zero only for computing E(k) causes oscillations in the spectrum as
discussed by Lucci and coworkers [137]. Their analysis suggests that including
the Eulerian velocity field inside the particles to compute the energy spectrum
not only has no physical meaning but also corrupts the spectrum at all the wave
numbers. We therefore used an alternative approach to avoid the corruption
of wave number spectra by the presence of particles in the Eulerian velocity
field. We sample axial velocity fluctuations along the length of the pipe for
every radial position. If during the sampling of the velocity signal a particle is
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Figure 5.4.: Time series of the total kinetic energy (TKE) and energy dissipation (ε) per unit
length in turbulent pipe flow for single phase flow (S0) and for the particle-laden turbulent
pipe flow with three particle shapes, S1 (λ=1), S2 (λ=2), S3 (λ=3). The kinetic energy has
been scaled down in the plot such that its RMS has the same value as the RMS of the energy
dissipation. The time history is shown after the initial transient period (t > 500τη).

encountered, that signal is rejected and not used for the computation of the
spectrum. Figure 5.6 shows the one-dimensional energy spectrum for turbulent
fluctuations along the axial direction of the pipe for different particle shapes.

The energy spectra of single-phase flow is also compared to the two-phase
dispersed flows for all three particle shapes. The wave number is scaled by
the Kolmogorov length scale and the energy is normalized using the energy
dissipation and viscosity. The two vertical lines in the plot represent the wave
numbers corresponding to the radius of the sphere, S1, and the semi-major
axis of the most prolate particle, here S3. It can be observed from figure 5.6
that the particles reduce turbulent kinetic energy, E(k), at small wave number
compared to the case S0. The decrease of kinetic energy at small wave numbers
for spheroids is in agreement with results obtained from experimental studies
[123]. This effect is more pronounced for spherical particles than for spheroidal
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Figure 5.5.: Instantaneous snapshots of the streamwise velocity (color coded on vertical
planes) together with the particle positions for the particle-laden turbulent pipe flow with
particle shapes, S1 (spherical, left) and S3 (spheroidal, right). Color varies from blue (zero
velocity near the wall) to red (maximum fluid velocity near the center of the pipe).
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Figure 5.6.: One-dimensional energy spectra (left) and dissipation spectra (right) for turbu-
lent fluctuations along the axial direction of the turbulent pipe flow, normalized by the energy
dissipation and kinematic viscosity versus wave number normalized by the Kolmogorov length
scale, η. The two vertical lines in the energy spectra plot represent the wave numbers corre-
sponding to the radius of the sphere, S1, and the semi-major axis of the most prolate particle,
here S3. A scaling exponent of −5/3× 18/55 corresponding the Kolmogorov hypotheses for
the one dimensional energy spectrum is also shown along with the energy spectrum [64].

particles (see inset figure 5.6). The area under the curve of the energy spectrum
plot represents the kinetic energy due to turbulent fluctuations along the axial
direction as shown in the equation below [64]:

u′2x =

∫ kmax

k=0
E11(k)dk.

The values u′2x computed in this way, normalized by the value of u′2x for the
unladen case are 0.81, 0.84 and 0.95 for S1, S2 and S3, respectively. Furthermore,
figure 5.6 shows that particles increase the energy of the intermediate and high
wave numbers. These observations can be qualitatively explained using the
following phenomenological picture. In finite-size particle-laden turbulence, the
large eddy structures have less energy than those in single-phase flow, because
they are disrupted by the finite-size particles that drag the surrounding fluid
in their direction. At the same time, particles generate, in their downstream
direction, new eddies that become more frequent in the flow, thus increasing
the energy of the high wave numbers. An increase of the kinetic energy at wave
numbers corresponding to the particle size indicates that particles generate
fluid motion at scales of the order of the particle size. Due to the relative
motion between the particles and the fluid, velocity gradients are generated
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5. Effect of particle shape on fluid statistics and particle dynamics

near the particle surface that enhance the rate of energy dissipation at large
wave numbers and consequently suppress the kinetic energy in the spectrum
at smaller wave numbers. To explore this further, we also looked into the one
dimensional dissipation spectrum. The one dimensional dissipation spectrum
can be computed from energy spectrum using [64]:

D11(k) = 15νk2E11(k).

It can be seen that the peak of the dissipation spectrum occurs at kη ≈ 0.006.
Thus motion responsible for the bulk of dissipation are considerably larger than
the Kolmogorov scale. It should be noted that there is no inconsistency between
this observation and the Kolmogorov hypotheses. The hypotheses implies that
the length scale of dissipative motions scales with η and it does not necessarily
have to be equal to η. The area under the curve of the dissipation spectrum
plot represents the total dissipation due to turbulent fluctuations along the
axial direction as shown in the equation below [64]:

ε =

∫ ∞
k=0

D11(k)dk.

The values ε computed in this way, normalized by the value of ε for unladen
case are 1.24, 1.15 and 1.07 for S1, S2 and S3, respectively. This confirms that
the spherical particles dissipate more energy than the other cases. In summary,
spherical particles extract less energy at the smaller wave number and overall
dissipates more energy. Overall, these combined effects can explain the higher
drag and larger forcing for spherical particles.

The spectrum is only for fluctuations in the axial direction. The particles
also redistribute turbulent kinetic energy from axial to lateral directions. To
understand this, we also discuss the effect of particles on the Eulerian root-
mean-square (RMS) velocity profiles. The root-mean-square (RMS) velocity is
normalized by the friction velocity, uτ . Figure 5.7 shows the axial and radial
RMS velocity values for the three simulations.

Our results indicate that the presence of particles results in a decrease of
the RMS of the streamwise velocity fluctuation and in an enhancement of the
RMS of radial velocity fluctuations near to the wall. This behavior is consistent
with the observation that the presence of particles redistributes energy more
isotropically [31]. However, a decrease in streamwise velocity fluctuations in
the presence of spherical particles has also been observed for a turbulent pipe
[106, 108] . But they also used a smaller pipe to particle diameter ratio of 15
as compared to our simulations (almost 20).

It is also observed that the effect is less pronounced for particles with higher
aspect ratio for streamwise velocity fluctuations, i.e. the streamwise velocity
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Figure 5.7.: The RMS of the axial, u+
x , and of the radial fluctuating velocity component,

u+
r , for the fluid phase in viscous wall units for different particle shapes.

fluctuation are less dampened by the presence of particles with higher aspect
ratio. This is consistent with the observation that among the particle-laden
cases, spheroidal particles with higher aspect ratio have higher turbulence
kinetic energy at low wave numbers in the energy spectrum. With respect to
the radial RMS fluctuations, it is observed that the profiles for higher aspect
ratio spheroid (S3) particles are closer to a single-phase flow along most of the
pipe radius.

Figure 5.8 depicts the mean particle and fluid velocity profiles in viscous wall
units. The fluid velocity statistics have been calculated using phase-ensemble
averaging as discussed in [108]. Similarly, the particle velocity profile is com-
puted using the rigid-body motion for lattice nodes inside the particle. It can
be observed in figure 5.8 that both fluid and particles have the same mean
velocity in the whole pipe with the exception of velocities near the wall where
particles have a larger mean velocity than the surrounding fluid. For the par-
ticles, the velocity at the wall does not have to be zero as the particles can
have a relative tangential motion. Since particles have finite size, they might be
located in regions with a higher velocity. This results in higher average velocity
of particles compared to local fluid layers. Moreover, spheroids moves faster
than spheres in the near wall region. It is later shown that spheroids tend to
align themselves in streamwise direction. This streamwise alignment might be
the reason for higher velocity of spheroids compared to spheres.
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Figure 5.8.: Mean particle and fluid axial velocity profile (Ux) in viscous wall units. The
velocity statistics have been calculated using phase-ensemble average and rigid-body motion
for lattice nodes inside the particle.

5.5. Particle dynamics

Anisotropic particles in turbulence exhibit rich orientational dynamics from
the coupling of their rotation to the velocity gradients of the turbulence field.
We consider the rotation and orientation of neutrally buoyant axisymmetric
spheroidal particles suspended in a turbulent pipe flow. Using numerical calcu-
lations, we explore how particle rotation depends upon particle shape. In the
subsequent discussion, r is the radial coordinate in the cylindrical coordinate
system with the pipe center as the origin and R being the radius of the pipe.
Note that this radial coordinate system is different from the cartesian coordi-
nate system discussed earlier in section 2 and used solely for the presentation of
results. While computing the radial averages, the radial position of the centre
of mass of a particle is used. This means that all data points with centre of
mass of a particle lying between any given integer radial position, ro − 1 and
the next integer position, ro, are averaged together and returns the mean value
at ro. For a given quantity q, whose radial average is being computed, this can
be written as follows:

q(ro) = 〈q(r) | (ro − 1) < r ≤ ro〉

where ro is the integer radial coordinate and r is the position of centre of mass
of the particle.

Inertial particles do not just sample fluid vorticity and strain, but rather
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they extract angular momentum, transport it, and return it back to the fluid
phase. This depends upon how the total angular velocity of the particle is
distributed between tumbling and spinning. This distribution of total angular
velocity between tumbling and spinning is likely to affect these phenomenon.
The tumbling denotes the rotation of the symmetry axis of the particle, while
the term spinning denotes the rotation of the particle around its own symmetry
axis. An axisymmetric particle with symmetry axis given by the unit vector
p rotates with a solid-body rotation rate, ΩΩΩ=(Ωx, Ωr, Ωθ), that can be split
into a spinning rate which can be computed as the dot product of the angular
velocity, ΩΩΩ, with the unit vector along the symmetry axis, p:

Ωs = |ΩΩΩ · p|,

and a tumbling rate, which is the cross product of the angular velocity,ΩΩΩ, with
the unit vector along the symmetry axis, p:

Ωt = |p× (ΩΩΩ× p)|.

The mean absolute value of the particle angular velocities, |ΩΩΩ| as function
of radial positions, is reported in figure 5.9. The rotation velocities are quite
similar far from the wall for all the particle shapes. It can be observed that the
prolate particles have significantly lower rotation rates than spheres close to
the wall. The mean particle rotation was also reported to reduce close to the
wall when increasing the particle aspect ratio [112, 113]. Even a small drop
in the angular velocity is observed near the wall for the largest aspect ratio
case, S3. This might be due the physical interference of the wall with rotating
motion of the particles which becomes more significant on increasing aspect
ratio.

Figure 5.10 depicts the absolute mean direction cosines, 〈| cos(θ, i)|〉, versus
distance from the center of the pipe for the axial (left) and radial (right)
directions, where (θ, i) is the angle between the symmetry axis of the spheroid
and the relevant direction of the inertial reference frame. Note that values of
cos(θp,x) close to 1 indicate that the particles tend to be aligned with their
symmetry axis parallel to the axial direction. It can be immediately seen
that finite-size spheroids tend to be aligned with their symmetry axis along the
streamwise direction, in particular close to the wall, where particles exhibit very
strong preferential orientation. This can be observed by an increase in cos(θp,x)
and decrease of cos(θp,r) near to the wall. The effect of particle shape on both
axial and radial direction cosines increases with increase in particle aspect ratio.
This preferential orientation decreases gradually toward the pipe center. The
minor fluctuations appearing on the curves (in particular near the pipe center)
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Figure 5.9.: Mean absolute value of the particle angular velocities versus the distance from
the center of the pipe to the wall, normalized with the friction velocity, for the three particle
shapes, S1 (λ=1), S2 (λ=2), S3 (λ=3). The error bars computed using the RMS of the
corresponding angular velocities were at least three orders of magnitude smaller than the
mean values.

are due to the discrete nature of the solid particles and to the limited amount
of particles available for statistics. In the core region, the orientations are more
isotropic and random orientation is thus more probable, which is due to higher
isotropy of the flow field fluctuations around the pipe center. Consequently,
both the axial and radial direction cosines for all the particle shapes approach
0.5 and accordingly reflect an isotropic orientation in the core region of the
pipe. Obviously, the orientation of a sphere always remains random as it does
not have any preferred axis. Alignment of finite-size spheroids in our study
is qualitatively similar to the results obtained for inertial point particles as
reported in [130, 131, 134] and for finite-size particles as reported in [113] for
turbulent channel flow. Spheres do not have one particular symmetry axis. The
orientation data was plotted for sphere as a sanity check and the symmetry
axis was fixed arbitrary for spheres in our analysis.

Figure 5.11 shows the mean spinning and tumbling angular velocities versus
the distance from the center of the pipe to the wall, for different particle shapes,
normalized with the mean absolute value of the particle angular velocities.
Spheroids align parallel to the axial direction near to the wall. This results in
a higher relative spinning rate for spheroids as we go towards the wall. This
alignment and the corresponding spinning effect becomes slightly stronger for
particles with greater departure from sphericity. A complementary behavior
is observed for the tumbling profiles, where the tumbling decreases as the
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Figure 5.10.: The absolute mean direction cosine of the particle inclination angle, measured
with respect to the axial (left panel) and radial directions (right panel), as a function of the
distance from the center of the pipe to the wall, corresponding to the three particle shapes,
S1 (λ=1), S2 (λ=2), S3 (λ=3).

non-spherical particle approaches the wall. As expected, the radial profiles
of tumbling and spinning velocities for spheres are independent of the radial
position.

Local volume fraction of particles for different particle shapes is shown in
figure 5.12. The concentration profiles have been normalized such that the area
under the curve remains one. It can be seen that spherical particles have a
local peak of distribution close to the wall. For spheroids, the peak seems to
diminish with increasing aspect ratio such that there is no clear local peak for
S3. This means that spheroidal particles apparently do not show preferential
concentration near to the wall. A similar phenomenon was observed in an
experimental study of fiber suspensions by [138] and in a numerical study of
spheroids [139]. On the other hand, spherical particles stay mainly trapped
close to the wall. The main factor that helps spheroids leaving this region can
be their increased collision probability with the wall due to their anisotropy. Far
from the wall, where the mean shear vanishes, this preferential concentration
disappears and the behavior is similar to that observed in homogeneous and
isotropic turbulence.

Figure 5.13 shows a numerically measured trajectory of a spheroid with λ=3.
This example illustrates an important property of the rotation of particles:
intermittency. The particle has bursts of high tumbling rate with smooth rota-
tional behavior in between the bursts, reflecting the intermittency of particle
rotations. To understand this rotational intermittency further, we plot the
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Figure 5.11.: Mean spinning, Ωs = |ΩΩΩ ·p| and tumbling angular velocities,ΩtΩtΩt = |p×(ΩΩΩ×p)|
versus the distance from the center of the pipe to the wall, for the three particle shapes, S1
(λ=1), S2 (λ=2), S3 (λ=3), normalized with the mean absolute value of the particle angular
velocities.

probability density function (pdf) of tumbling rate squared for spheroids and
spheres together with the pdf of enstrophy (vorticity squared) for the unladen
case in figure 5.14. The values are normalized with their respective means.

Spheres simply tumble with the vorticity for lower rotational rates. Variations
in the orientation of the spheroids with respect to the velocity gradient tensor
contribute additional fluctuations giving spheroids the most high rotation rate
events that increases with the aspect ratio. The results indicates similar trend
as observed in [140] for homogeneous isotropic turbulence.

Figure 5.15 and 5.16 show the results for the joint probability distribution
function of axial and angular velocity, respectively, with radial position of
the center of mass of the particles obtained from the simulation. The axial
velocity is normalized by the friction velocity of the corresponding simulation,
the angular velocity is normalized by the ratio of friction velocity to lattice
resolution (∆x = 1) and the radial positions are normalized with the radius of
the pipe.

The particle axial velocity is compared with the mean Eulerian velocity
obtained from another simulation without particles but with the same energy
input. It is observed that the axial velocity of particles is scattered around the
mean velocity obtained from the Eulerian field. The angular velocity of a sphere
in a shear flow with shear rateG, is given byG/2. For this reason, the magnitude
of angular velocities of the particles is compared with the half of the shear rate
(G/2), again obtained from another simulation with the same energy input but
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Figure 5.12.: The particle concentration profile across the pipe radius for the three particle
shapes, S1 (λ=1), S2 (λ=2), S3 (λ=3). The profiles have been normalized such that the area
under the curve remains one. The large fluctuations near the center of the pipe stems from
the limited amount number of particles available for statistics due to less cross-sectional area
near the center of the pipe.

without particles. The angular velocities of the particles increase towards the
wall due to the presence of a high-shear region and remains scattered around
the values of shear rate obtained from the Eulerian field. The finite size of
the particles results in an excluded region near to the wall. Changing particle
aspect ratio has a more prominent effect on angular dynamics than on the
center of mass dynamics. There are few observations that can be made by
looking at angular velocities. First, S3 samples angular velocities very close
to zero near to the wall while the sphere S1 only exhibits angular velocities
greater than zero. This can be explained by the fact that the spheroids have
higher spinning rate near to the wall than the tumbling rate which results in
lower angular velocities overall. It can be seen that the maximum values of
angular velocities encountered decreases on increasing the aspect ratio, which
is consistent with the observation made in figure 5.9. The axial velocity joint
PDF does not change much at changing the particle shapes, apart from the
particle velocity near the wall, which remains higher for higher aspect ratio
particles as also observed in figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.13.: Three-dimensional view of a spheroid trajectory (S3) in the turbulent pipe
flow for 10 eddy turnover times with its projection on three orthogonal planes. The color code
of the rod represents the rotation rate. The black line indicates the projection of boundaries
of the pipe on the orthogonal planes. For the purpose of visualization, the axial direction has
been squeezed by a factor of 20.
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Figure 5.14.: Probability density function (pdf) of the tumbling rate squared for spheroids
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(a) S1 (b) S2

(c) S3

Figure 5.15.: Joint PDF of the axial velocity with radial position of the particles for the
three particle shapes, S1 (λ=1), S2 (λ=2), S3 (λ=3). Color bar indicates log10 of probability.
White line inside colors and black line outside indicate the mean axial velocity obtained from
the Eulerian velocity field of the turbulent pipe flow simulation without particles and with
the same energy input as the one with particles (S0).
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(a) S1 (b) S2

(c) S3

Figure 5.16.: Joint PDF of the magnitude of the angular velocity with radial position of
the particles for the three particle shapes, S1 (λ=1), S2 (λ=2), S3 (λ=3). Color bar indicates
log10 of probability. White line inside colors and black line outside indicate half of the mean
shear rate obtained from the Eulerian velocity field of the turbulent pipe flow simulation
without particles and with the same energy input as the one with particles (S0).
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5.6. Conclusions

In this chapter, the Lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) has been used to simu-
late turbulent pipe flow seeded with finite-size prolate spheroids and spheres.
Test cases with spheroidal particles of aspect ratio two and three, along with
a case with spherical particles and an unladen case have been successfully
investigated. Investigations of finite-size anisotropic particles in turbulence are
scarce and the DNS of fully-resolved prolate spheroids in turbulent pipe flow
has not been performed yet to our knowledge. Therefore, it is not possible to
make a quantitative comparison with existing literature. The outcome of our
analysis is a rather qualitative description of particle dynamics and its effect
on flow statistics in turbulent pipe flow for spheroidal particles with different
aspect ratios.

Comparing the obtained results of simulations with spheroidal particles with
those of spherical particles, it is found that finite-size spheroids experience
considerably lower angular velocities close to the wall and stay prevalently
aligned parallel to the wall. Despite the lower rotation rates, the variations in
the orientation of the spheroids with respect to the velocity gradient tensor
results in higher rotational intermittency, which increases with increasing aspect
ratio. A mean particle velocity that is higher than the mean fluid velocity near
to the wall was also observed. Streamwise turbulence attenuation occurs for all
particle types. However, the effect is more pronounced for spherical ones. For
radial and tangential directions, turbulence fluctuations for spheroids is closer
to single-phase flow. Although spheres show a local peak of volume fraction near
the wall, this is clearly not the case for spheroids. Spheroids are mainly aligned
along the streamwise direction. The preferential orientation and spinning is
stronger close to the walls and increases with particle aspect ratio. Around
the pipe center, particles show much less preferential orientation. Another
macroscopic effect of non-spherical particle dynamics includes drag reduction
compared to the spherical particles. The results show that the turbulent kinetic
energy decreases and dissipation increases in presence of spherical particles
as compared to the spheroidal particles. The energy present in fluid-phase
velocity fluctuations is shifted to smaller scales by the presence of particles.
These observations were used to explain the higher forcing needed for spherical
particles.

The results presented in this chapter are qualitatively in agreement with
those of Eshghinejadfard et al. [113], where they simulated finite-size prolate
spheroids in turbulent channel. They also observed stronger streamwise turbu-
lence attenuation for spherical particles along with a peak in volume fraction,
that disappears for particles with increasing aspect ratio. Moreover, they also
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observed a preferential alignment of spheroids with axial direction which in-
creases with particle aspect ratio and is stronger close to the wall. The effect
of particle shape on turbulent kinetic energy was qualitatively similar to that
observed by Bellani et al. [123] where they observed that addition of both
spherical and spheroidal particles results in attenuation of turbulent kinetic
energy with more pronounced effect of spheroidal particles.

As a continuation of the present work, it might be interesting to study if the
turbulence is attenuated or enhanced on varying pipe to particle diameter ratio.
Furthermore, a momentum budget analysis can be useful as well to understand
the relative contribution of Reynolds shear stress and the particle induced
stresses.

Though the method for particle-particle interaction presented in this chapter
works for particles with any given shape, it has the disadvantage that it can-
not be used to implement the lubrication forces. Four-way coupled numerical
simulation algorithms capable of handling arbitrarily shaped particles in turbu-
lence are needed. Another limitation of the work presented here is the limited
parameter space that is explored: large portions of the parameter space is yet
to be explored and many aspects of the complex cases relevant to applications
still need to be understood. However, thanks for systematic investigations, it
will be possible to provide a physical explanation to the mechanism of particle-
induced turbulent drag reduction and enhance the general understanding about
particles dynamics in turbulence.
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Culture productivity in photo-bioreactors is controlled by the complex interplay
between physical, chemical and biological phenomena that occur on multiple
time and length scales [141, 142]. Figure 6.1 depicts some important rela-
tionships between hydrodynamics, heat and mass transport, light supply and
algal growth kinetics or photosynthesis. However, obtaining quantitatively ac-
curate and reliable models for each of these fundamental processes and thereby
predicting global reactor performance is both very challenging and computa-
tionally expensive [143]. The cell trajectory determines the light availability
for algae cells, which plays a crucial role in determining the performance of
algal photo-bioreactors.

Due to its relevance on overall performance, the majority of this thesis only
focused on the study of flow and particle dynamics inside the photo-bioreactors.
In this chapter, we would like to address several aspects relevant for optimizing
photo-bioreactors. In section 1 of this chapter, we start with the study of radial
and tangential circulation frequencies for different particle shapes. In order
to get an insight on how particles restrict the motion of direct light in photo-
bioreactors, we also discuss the mutual shading by particles of varying shapes
in section 2. In both sections, particle-laden turbulence simulations based on
the lattice Boltzmann method are employed to compute flow and particle
position and orientation. We use the set of particle trajectories discussed in
the previous chapter, where we considered three particle shapes, one spherical
and two others prolate.

Accurate simulation of light profiles in photo-bioreactors is a difficult task,
particularly for realistic geometries involving curved reactor walls [144]. In
section 3, we will make a step ahead and couple the particle trajectories with
average light intensity inside the photo-bioreactors. The knowledge of time-
history of light intensity experienced by individual algae can be used as an
input to the algae growth model. Several models for analyzing the growth rate
of algae have been proposed in literature. For example, Eilers and Peeters [145]
proposed a model for the growth of algae that is referred to as photosynthetic
units or photosynthetic factories (PSU). Several researcher [146–148] have
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Figure 6.1.: Complex interplay between physical, chemical and biological phenomenon that
occur on multiple-time and length scales within a photo-bioreactor.

adopted the basic model of Eilers and Peeters and modified it by including
a maintenance term to their specific needs. In section 4, we also discuss the
stresslet distribution and fragmentation rate in tubular photo-bioreactors. This
is important to understand and quantify the effect of flow dynamics on algae
reaction kinetics. The knowledge of stresslet distributions can be used in the
algae growth model such that the reaction rates slows down beyond a critical
value of the stresslet. However, such a detailed analysis is out of scope of present
work and will be a matter of future research.

From the perspective of analysis and modeling, we restrict ourself to the area
marked by the dashed line in figure 6.1. The reader is suggested to refer to one
of the several texts on photo-bioreactors modeling for a more detailed analysis
[141, 142, 148–157]. Afterwards, we also present the unit conversion procedure,
which helps to compare the LB simulation with realistic photo-bioreactor cases.
Finally, we show a comparison between the LB and ANSYS Fluent simulation
for particle trajectories in a turbulent pipe flow.

6.1. Circulation frequencies in tubular photo-bioreactors

At sufficiently high biomass concentrations, the reactor volume can be demar-
cated into a light zone and dark zone (as discussed in chapter 2). In the light
zone, the light intensity is such that it does not limit growth or photosynthesis.
In the dark zone, the light intensity may range from zero to just below the
compensation light intensity. An average irradiance is the mean value light
intensity experienced by a single cell randomly moving inside the culture. How-
ever, the average irradiance is not a sufficient criterion of culture performance
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because it considers only the total duration of the stay in light and dark zone,
not the frequency of the switch between light and dark zones [62, 158]. Because
of turbulence, the microalgae flowing through the photo-bioreactor continu-
ally moves between light and dark zones. Consequently, the cells experience
light-dark cycles. In a given tube, the cycle frequency depends on the relative
volume of the light and dark zones (influenced by the external irradiance, the
tube diameter, the biomass concentration and pigmentation) and the intensity
of turbulence [50]. It has been observed that the productivity of microalgae
in photo-bioreactors increases significantly with increasing frequency of the
light-dark cycle due to optimum distribution of light intensity [7]. Consider-
ing the complicated irradiance profiles for curved reactor geometries and the
chaotic motion of microalgae, an accurate estimation of the light-dark cycles
is a daunting task. The algae can experience strong gradients of light intensity
as it travels both radially and tangentially in the photo-bioreactor. The exact
location of light-dark zones also change depending on the orientation of the
reactor and the culture conditions. Therefore, we use the radial and tangential
circulation frequencies of particles as a proxy for the light-dark cycle in photo-
bioreactors. These circulation frequencies can be used in combination with the
power spectral density (discussed in section 3) to quantify the light-dark cycle.
Subsequently, we discuss the computation of radial and tangential circulation
frequency for different particle shapes in this section.

To measure the circulation frequencies of the particles, we compute the aver-
age time that the particle takes to return to the same radial/tangential position
or zone (return-time statistics), starting randomly from any radial/tangential
position or zone. Figure 6.2 shows the schematic diagrams explaining the
methodology. For the estimation of the radial circulation frequency, the follow-
ing protocol is applied (as discussed in [108]): (i) for each particle trajectory,
select a starting time to at random, (ii) note the radial position (ro) of the
particle at to and define a bin of size ∆r lattice units around the radial position,
(iii) the particle is then followed over time until it reaches again the same radial
position (ro −∆r ≤ rp ≤ ro +∆r) after traveling for time tcir. The circulation
frequency, fcir, for the given radial position is then given by the inverse of the
mean of the circulation time, (1/tcir), computed as the ensemble average over
many time histories using a single particle trajectory and then averaged over
all particles. The radial circulation frequencies for different particle shapes is
shown in figure 6.3, compared with the frequency estimated using the friction
velocity and pipe radius as velocity and length scales, respectively. The size of
the error bars is equal to the corresponding values in the bin divided by the
square root of the number of entries in that bin.
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Figure 6.2.: Schematic diagram outlining the computation of radial (left) and tangential
(right) circulation frequency. The radial circulation frequency is computed using the inverse
of average time (1/tcir) taken by particle to return to the same radial position (defined by
total bin width 2∆r), starting from an initial radial position, ro at time to. The tangential
circulation frequency is computed using the inverse of the average time (1/(tf − ti)) taken
by the particle to re-enter a sector subtending an angle θ, starting from the center of the
sector at time ti.

We computed the tangential circulation frequency in a similar manner, as
discussed below. We approximate the dark zone as sector subtending an angle
θ at the center of the pipe and we compute the tangential circulation frequency
using the average time that it takes for the particle starting from the dark
zone, to go to the light zone and then come back to the dark zone, as a
function of θ. For this purpose, we randomly choose a starting time ti and
assume that point to be in the center of the dark zone. Then we follow the
particle trajectory till it exits the dark zone after traversing at least θ/2 in
tangential direction and then again enters the dark zone at tf . The inverse of

the time difference between, 1/(tf − ti) is taken as an estimate of the tangential
circulation frequency. The error bars are obtained by computing the difference
between the results obtained from doubling the size of the dataset, i.e. number
of times ti is generated and the original results. The results for the radial and
tangential circulation frequencies obtained in this manner have been shown
in figure 6.3 and figure 6.4 for different particle shapes. The frequency and
radial positions are normalized using the Kolmogorov time and the pipe radius
respectively. It was observed that changing the particle shape does not have
any clear effect on the frequencies. The radial frequency remains almost the
same for all the particle shapes except near the wall, where the second local
peak diminishes with increasing aspect ratio. This is consistent with power
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spectral density estimates (discussed in section 6.5) and the concentration
profiles discussed in the previous chapter. The tangential circulation frequency
also does not show a strong dependence on particle shapes with slightly higher
values for particles with higher aspect ratio for θ >60◦, and slightly smaller
value for particles with higher aspect ratio for θ <60◦.

Figure 6.3.: Particle radial circulation frequency, fcir for the three particle shapes, S1 (λ=1),
S2 (λ=2), S3 (λ=3), non-dimensionalized using the Kolmogorov time scale, τη, in a turbulent
pipe flow along with frequency computed using the friction velocity, uτ , and the pipe radius.
The size of the error bars is equal to the corresponding values in the bin divided by the square
root of the number of entries in that bin.

6.2. Mutual shading in tubular photo-bioreactors

An important effect, at increasing cell density, is the cell shading that can lead
to reduced cell growth rate [159]. As an example, it has been observed that the
specific growth rate of Spirulina decreases with higher biomass concentrations,
due to the shadowing effect [160]. Cells near to the surface receiving sufficient
light experience a higher irradiance than cells elsewhere in the pipe. But also
cells closer to the light source shade those further away; hence, productivity
varies with position and time. If the algae are not mixed, the top or outer
layer of the algae culture will be absorbing all the light, which will result in
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Figure 6.4.: Particle tangential circulation frequency, fθ for the three particle shapes, S1
(λ=1), S2 (λ=2), S3 (λ=3), non-dimensionalized using the Kolmogorov time scale, τη, in a
turbulent pipe flow. The size of the error bars is equal to the difference between the results
obtained from doubling the size of the dataset used for estimating the frequencies, while
keeping the length of particle trajectories to be the same.

shading the rest of the algae (mutual shading), inducing an overall decline in
productivity. Furthermore, the growing microalgae population can provide dy-
namic sun shading, controlled by the harvesting rate of the tubes. The biomass
concentration and algae shape dictates how much light can pass through the
panels and it decreases with increasing concentration. The shading can be
doubled within a day when continuous harvesting is suspended [161]. Mixing
is therefore required to have an even distribution of light on each microalgae
inside a bioreactor or pond.

In this section, we present a novel technique to quantify the shading effect
for particles of different shapes. A schematic diagram explaining how the
shaded area is computed is presented in figure 6.5. In this figure, the net
shaded area, Ashadow, due to the presence of two ellipsoid particles is given by,
Ashadow = A1 +A2−A12, where A1 is the projected area of first particle, A2
is the projected area of the second particle and A12 is the overlap between A1
and A2. In order to quantify the shading effects, we move along the depth (h)
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6.2. Mutual shading in tubular photo-bioreactors

of the pipe in the lateral direction (see inset figure 6.6) and compute the area
shaded by the presence of the particles normalized by the the total surface area
of the spherical particles. The computed shaded area is then averaged along
the length of the pipe and for several time steps to obtain converged statistics.

Figure 6.5.: Schematic diagram explaining the computation of mutual shading presented
in figure 6.6. The net shaded area, Ashadow, due to the presence of two ellipsoid particles is
given by, Ashadow = A1 + A2 − A12, where A1 is the projected area of first particle, A2 is
the projected area of the second particle and A12 is the overlap between A1 and A2.

The difference between the shaded profiles in horizontal and vertical direction
is taken as an estimate of the error (see inset figure 6.6). As seen in figure 6.6, the
error bars are very small (order of magnitude smaller than corresponding values)
suggesting that the statistics are well converged. As an example for spherical
particles, the surface area of a sphere with radius rp is given by A = 4πr2p and
the projected area is given by Ap = πr2p. In the hypothetical case when there
is no mutual shading, the average shading can reach a maximum value of 0.25
(Ap/A = 0.25) as we go along the cross-section of the pipe. The shading was
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6. Light distribution and cell damage inside photo-bioreactors

calculated for different particle shapes and the results are presented in figure 6.6.
The shading starts from zero for all the three shapes and reaches a value close
to 0.25 at depth equal to the diameter of the pipe, h = 2R when normalized
by the surface area of the spherical particles. As expected, the largest value
of average shading is observed for the spheroid with higher aspect ratio due
to its higher projected surface area. This analysis is based on the assumption
that all light rays entering the photo-bioreactor travel parallel to each other.
However, a detailed analysis based on light ray tracking to compute mutual
shading in a photo-bioreactor is rather complicated, involving refraction at the
surface and dispersion by the medium along with the effect of diffuse radiation.
Nevertheless, these computations confirms our intuitive understanding that
the use spherical particles will results in minimum shading for a given volume
fraction.
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Figure 6.6.: Average shading in the photo-bioreactor tube for the three particle shapes, S1
(λ=1), S2 (λ=2), S3 (λ=3), normalized using total surface area of the spherical particles as
a function of its depth, normalized using the radius of the pipe. The difference between the
shading profiles in horizontal and vertical direction is taken as an estimate of the error. The
error bars are very small (order of magnitude smaller than corresponding values) suggesting
that the statistics are well converged.
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6.3. Irradiance in tubular photo-bioreactors

Availability of light is also very important for performance of photo-bioreactors,
particularly as the size of the reactor increases. Even when the outdoor incident
radiation level is constant, the irradiance within a culture varies as a function
of position. In addition to the dynamics of the cell, the average irradiance level
experienced by algae cells inside a culture depends on the following factors: the
external irradiance (Io) on the surface of the reactor, the reactor geometry, the
concentration and morphology of cells, the level of cellular pigmentation, and
the absorption characteristics of the pigment [162]. The external irradiance
level on an outdoor reactor is a function of time, of the geographic location of
the reactor and of environmental factors. Further parameters that can affect the
light profile include the surface slope and the inclination of photo-bioreactors
with respect to the surface [163]. In this section a light regime analysis is
performed with details of a methodology for computation of the internal culture
illumination levels in outdoor tubular photo-bioreactors. The outcome of this
analysis is the spatial distribution of irradiance level (Iav) inside the photo-
bioreactor. Then we couple this irradiance level distribution with the particle
trajectories as obtained from the numerical simulations, to obtain the light
intensity experienced by individual cells as they move through the photo-
bioreactor.

The radiation incident on the surface of a photo-bioreactor consists of direct
sunlight, reflected radiation from the surroundings, and diffuse radiation due
to particulate matter in the atmosphere. As an assumption, reflected radiation
may be ignored for a photo-bioreactor as it forms only a minor part of the total
solar radiation [164]. In our estimation of the light profile inside the photo-
bioreactor, we take into account only the direct and diffuse radiation. We
further assumed that the the orientation of the sun with respect to the zenith,
θs, is zero. The inclination of photo-bioreactor with respect to ground and the
ground slope are also assumed to be zero. Direct radiation is also sometimes
called beam radiation or direct beam radiation. It is used to describe solar
radiation traveling on a straight line from the sun down to the surface of the
earth. Diffuse radiation, on the other hand, describes the sunlight that has
been scattered by molecules and particles in the atmosphere but that has still
made it down to the surface of the earth. When the radiation is direct, all
the light rays travel in the same direction and therefore an object can block
them all at once. The ratio between the direct and the diffuse radiation at a
given time depends on the prevalent atmospheric conditions [165]. For example,
when the sky is clear and the sun is high, direct radiation is around 85% of
the total radiation striking the ground and diffuse radiation is about 15%. As
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the sun settles, the percent of diffuse radiation keeps going up until it reaches
40% when the sun is 10◦ above the horizon [166]. Here, we assumed the direct
radiation intensity at the top surface of the reactor (where radiation enters)
to be, Io,direct = 1000µmol/m2s [167]. Furthermore, we assume a diffused
radiation equal to 20% of direct radiation giving Io,disperse = 200µmol/m2s.
The unit µmol/m2s represents the number of micromoles of photons incident
per square meter of the photo-bioreactor surface per second.

For any photo-bioreactor, the distance (Pdirect) traveled by a direct ray from
the pipe’s surface to a point within the culture may be determined from the
position of the Sun, which establishes the point of incidence on the surface of
the reactor, and the polar coordinates of the point (r, φ) in a cross-section of
the tube [7] (see figure 6.7). For a photo-bioreactor tube, the distance Pdirect
to the point (r, φ) is calculated as [168]

Pdirect =
R sin ε− r sinφ

cos θs
, (6.1)

where ε = cos−1(r cosφ/R) and θs is the orientation of the sun with respect
to the zenith. As mentioned earlier, we assumed θs = 0 in our calculations.
Once, the distance to the point (Pdirect) is determined, Beer-Lambert law may
be applied to obtain the local irradiance (Idirect) as a function of radial and
tangential coordinates; hence,

Idirect(r, φ) = Io,direct exp(−KaCbPdirect), (6.2)

where Ka is the absorption coefficient and Cb is the concentration of biomass.
Similar equations may be written for the diffuse radiation. The local value of
diffuse radiation Idisperse at location (r, φ) is given as

Idisperse(r, φ) = Io,disperse exp(−KaCbPdisperse), (6.3)

where, based on trigonometric principles, the distance travelled by the dis-
persed light, Pdisperse, can be shown to be

Pdisperse =
√

(r sinφ−R sin ε)2 + (r cosφ−R cos ε)2. (6.4)

The value of the absorption coefficient Ka is dependent on the concentration
of the medium and we used a value of Ka = 200m2/kg for our analysis [158].
We used the value Cb = 4.8kg/m3 which corresponds to the volume fraction
of 0.48%, assuming that the density of the particles is equal to that of water,
i.e. ρ = 1000kg/m3.
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Figure 6.7.: Schematic diagram of the set-up used to compute the light profiles inside the
cross-section of the photo-bioreactor. In the schematic, the orientation of the sun with respect
to the zenith, θs is assumed to be zero resulting in the vertical inclination of sun rays. The
inclination of photo-bioreactor with respect to ground and the ground slope are also assumed
to be zero. (r, φ) are the polar coordinates and epsilon is given by ε = cos−1(r cosφ/R).

Figure 6.8 shows the average irradiance profiles computed in this way inside
the tubular photo-bioreactor as a function of the radial coordinates, normal-
ized by the external direct irradiance (Io,direct = 1000µmol/m2s) for the pipe
diameter of 0.06m. Color bar indicates log10 of the normalized values.

Given algae density equal to that of the medium, for the given volume fraction
and sunlight with a given intensity, we have computed the average irradiance
profiles inside the reactor as a function or radial and tangential coordinates.
Now we use this light profile and particle trajectories from our simulations to
compute the light intensity experienced by the algae as they move through
the bioreactor. In figure 6.9 (left), we show the light intensity computed in
this way for the three particles of different aspect ratio, normalized by the
external direct irradiance. As discussed in chapter 2 and in ref. [58], there
are two distinct points in light intensities in the phototrophic algae culture.
The one is at low light intensity (night) in which algae cannot grow and is
called the compensation point. The growth rate increases with increasing light
intensities and the photosynthesis increases until a point of maximum light
absorption is attained. The algae becomes saturated and cannot absorb more
light (the light saturation point). If the light saturation point is exceeded, algae
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Figure 6.8.: Average irradiance profiles (Iav) inside the tubular photo-bioreactor as a
function of the radial coordinates, normalized by the external direct irradiance (Io,direct =
1000µmol/m2s) for a pipe radius of 0.03m. The orientation of the sun with respect to the
zenith is assumed to be zero. The inclination of the photo-bioreactor with respect to ground
and the ground slope are also assumed to be zero. Diffused radiation is assumed to be equal
to 20% of direct radiation. Color bar indicates log10 of the normalized values.

will not grow faster, but instead will degrade their growth rate due to photo
oxidation. Photo oxidation is the damage caused by light to the light receptors
which results in a decrease in photosynthetic rate and productivity [169]. The
actual values of the compensation point and the saturation point depend on
the algae strain. In [170, 171], a compensation point of around 20µmol/m2s
and saturation point of around 300µmol/m2s is suggested. In figure 6.9 (right),
we present the same light profiles after applying a filter where we change the
light below the compensation point to zero and above the saturation point
to 300µmol/m2s. It can be observed that the light intensity experienced by
particles varies from the compensation point to the saturation point over a
period of few hundred Kolmogorov time scales. This continuous circulation of
particles between light and dark zones is necessary for optimum light utilization
in photo-bioreactors.

In order to further understand and quantify the irradiance time signal, we
performed a frequency domain analysis of the signal. However, the irradiance
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Figure 6.9.: Time evolution of the light intensities experienced by the particles for the
three particle shapes, S1 (λ=1), S2 (λ=2), S3 (λ=3), without any filter (left) and after
applying a filter for compensation and saturation points (right). Time t is normalized by the
Kolmogorov time (τη) and the light intensity is normalized by the external direct irradiance
(Io = 1000µmol/m2s). Diffused radiation is assumed to be equal to 20% of the direct radiation.

time signal is not periodic. Therefore, the analysis was done using Welch’s
method, named after Welch [172], as a power spectral density (PSD) estimation.
The technique is to envelope the signal before doing the Fourier analysis. In
this method, the input signal vector is divided into a number of overlapping
segments. Each section is windowed with a Hamming windowing function,
which can be applied to each of these segments in order to avoid the effects of
windowing for short time series. Consequently the periodograms are computed
for each segment independently by means of the FFT and finally averaged to
yield an estimation for the PSD of the signal. The obtained power spectral
density is normalized using the characteristic length and velocity scales of the
flow and then the logarithm is taken to display the final results in decibels.
Figure 6.10 shows the power spectral density of the irradiance signal computed
using Welch’s method for different particle shapes and using the filtered time
signal for light intensities. It is observed that the PSD estimates are consistently
larger for spherical particles and decrease with an increase in aspect ratio. This
can be attributed to the small peak in concentration profiles near to the wall for
spherical particles, as observed in chapter 5. Consequently, spherical particles
spend more time near the wall resulting in higher power spectral density. This
suggests that spherical shaped particles should have better photosynthetic
efficiency as compared to the anisotropic particles.
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Figure 6.10.: Power spectral density of the irradiance signal computed using Welch’s method
for the three particle shapes, S1 (λ=1), S2 (λ=2), S3 (λ=3), and a pipe diameters of 0.06m.

6.4. Stresslet and fragmentation rate

The microalgae and planktons can be damaged by intense hydrodynamic shear
that occurs in turbulent flows. Shear sensitivity can pose a significant problem
in photo-bioreactors as the intensity of turbulence needed to generate optimal
light-dark cycling is difficult to achieve without damaging algal cells [60, 158].
As discussed in chapter 4, we use the stresslet as a measure to quantify the effect
of a straining flow field on algae. In this section, we discuss the radial profiles
of stresslet and fragmentation rate for particles with different aspect ratios.
The computation of fragmentation rate is performed by using the stresslet to
quantify the effect of a straining flow field on particles [108].

In figure 6.11, we plot the time-averaged profiles of the stresslet norm in
the turbulent pipe flow for different particle shapes. As expected, the stresslet
assumes large values near the wall which are an order of magnitude higher
than the corresponding mean, due to high shear and wall effects and does not
decay to zero near to the center of the pipe [108]. In figure 6.12, we show the
fragmentation rate for the three particle shapes along with a scaling exponent
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of 0.42. The scaling exponent of 0.42 corresponds to a numerical fit of 0.42±0.02
observed for fragmentation rate in homogeneous isotropic turbulence [93]. The
fragmentation rate decreases with increasing values of critical stresslet (STcr).
This suggests that the weak particles break faster than small ones, as the
particles with lower values of STcr/〈ST 〉 (weak particles) have a higher value
ffragτη (faster breakage). Again, for small STcr, the fragmentation rate shows
a power-law-like behavior as discussed in [105], that is similar amongst different
datasets of different aspect ratios. These are the same results as observed in
previous chapter for spherical particles [108]. However, the difference between
different datasets can be observed in the leveling-off of the fragmentation rate at
higher values of STcr/〈ST 〉. The leveling-off decreases on increasing the aspect
ratio of the particles. This can be explained by observing the stresslet radial
profiles in figure 6.11. The jump in the norm of the stresslet near the pipe wall is
less for particles with higher aspect ratio. Therefore, the behaviour of particles
with higher aspect ratio resembles closely to that observed in homogeneous
isotropic turbulence for which fragmentation shows a strong drop-off at large
critical values. Furthermore, figure 6.11 suggests that particles with higher
aspect ratio break faster than the spherical particles, except for very large
values of STcr/〈ST 〉. These large values STcr/〈ST 〉 occurs near to the wall as
shown in figure 6.11, where particles with larger aspect ratio experience lower
mean values of stresslet.

6.5. Unit conversion

So far we presented the LB simulations either in dimensionless form or in
lattice units lu. However, for an industrial application like photo-bioreactors,
it is very useful to express results and parameters in the international system
of units, SI (Système Internationale). Here we provide a procedure to convert
the parameter values from lu to SI units.

For the problem considered in this chapter, it is sufficient to consider only
three basic physical dimensions: mass [M], length [L] and time [T]. For a
given physical quantity, Q, its dimension [Q] can be expressed as a product
of M, L and T, i.e. [Q] = MαLβTδ. For each physical quantity, Q, one can
write Q = Q̃ × CQ, where Q is the physical value (including units), Q̃ is the
dimensionless value and CQ is the conversion factor with the same dimensions
as Q. The quantities that we used for the conversion are the radius of the
pipe (R) , the density of the fluid (ρ) and the viscosity of the fluid (ν). From
the information on these three parameters both in SI and lattice units, all the
remaining conversion parameters can be obtained. These quantities, both in
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Figure 6.11.: Mean stresslet norm (ST ) normalized with its global mean, 〈ST 〉 for the three
particle shapes, S1 (λ=1), S2 (λ=2), S3 (λ=3), as function of the radial distance in the
turbulent pipe flow.

SI as well as in lattice units, are shown in table 6.1 for the pipe diameter of
0.06m.

6.6. Comparison with ANSYS Fluent simulations

A systematic experimental study of trajectories of microorganisms to evalu-
ate the reliability of using CFD simulations is extremely rare. One such rare
benchmark experimental database was reported in [173, 174], where local fluid
dynamics of a draft tube column bioreactor was studied comprehensively using
advanced experimental techniques: CARPT and CT (Computed Tomography).
In their work, they measured a real trajectory employing a radioactive par-
ticle tracking technology (i.e., CARPT or Computer Automated Radioactive
Particle Tracking), which however is not widely available. To the best of our
knowledge, no experimental observations of algae trajectories have been re-
ported in literature for tubular photo-bioreactors. Therefore, we compared our
particle trajectories computed using LBM with those generated using ANSYS
Fluent. Figure 6.13 shows a qualitative comparison of the trajectories of parti-
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Figure 6.12.: Fragmentation rate, ffrag, as a function of the critical stresslet values, STcr
for the three particle shapes, S1 (λ=1), S2 (λ=2), S3 (λ=3), non-dimensionalized using the
Kolmogorov time scale, τη, and global mean of stresslet norm, 〈ST 〉, respectively, along with
scaling exponent 0.42 corresponding to a fit of the right tail of the quasi-Eulerian proxy for
aggregate break-up [92], which well describes fragmentation in HIT.

cles from LBM and ANSYS Fluent simulation. For the LBM simulations we
use parameters in LU, whereas in the ANSYS Fluent simulations we use param-
eters in SI units. A list of parameters used for the LBM and ANSYS Fluent is
presented in Table 6.1. The mesh in Fluent had 50160 Cells, 153040 Faces and
53460 Nodes. The maximum distance between two nodes was 6 mm and an
inflation layer was used on the wall to capture boundary layer flow. LES with
WMLES S-Omega subgrid-scale model was used to simulate the turbulent flow.
The particle motion was modeled using the Saffman lift force and the spherical
drag law (see [175] more details). The turbulent dispersion of particles was
modeled using discrete random walk model with random eddy lifetime. The
simulation in ANSYS Fluent were performed by Dr. Asterio Sanchez Miron at
University of Almeria, Spain.

Due to the non-deterministic nature of the particle trajectories in a turbulent
flow, it is not possible to directly compare the LBM simulated particle trajec-
tories against those from ANSYS Fluent. Therefore, a statistical method based
on circulation time (as discussed in [176]) is used to compare the two results.
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6. Light distribution and cell damage inside photo-bioreactors

Table 6.1.: LBE simulation parameters and their corresponding value in SI units for pipe
diameter of 0.06m.

q qLBM qSI Cq [q]

R 120 0.03 2.5× 10−4 L
Uc 0.075 0.09 1.2 LT−1

ρ 1 1000 1000 ML−3

ν 0.0033 10−6 3e− 04 L2T−1

∆x 1 2.5× 10−4 2.5× 10−4 L
∆t 1 2.0833× 10−4 2.0833× 10−4 T
Re 5400 5400 1 1

The duration time for crossing the pipe length (960LU for LBM and 0.24m
for Fluent) of each single trajectory is defined as the circulation time. The
probability density functions (PDF) of the circulation time for these particle
trajectories provide information for a genuine residence time distribution anal-
ysis which reveals the macro-mixing in the tubular photo-bioreactors. Fig. 6.14
compare the probability density functions (PDF) of circulation time for both
the CFD simulated trajectories, normalized with respect to their respective
mean values. The profiles have been normalized such that the area under the
curve remains one. As it can be seen, the PDFs of the trajectories are similar
but LBM results exhibit a slightly smaller peak and another peak with larger
residence time. In LBM, we performed a fully resolved simulation by resolving
the smallest scales of turbulence (DNS) as well as computing the forces on the
surface of the particles to generate their trajectories. While in Fluent, smallest
scales of turbulence were modeled using LES and the particle motion was
computed using models for drag and lift forces etc. The second peak in LBM
data might be due the additional small-scale fluctuations computed using DNS.
With less small-scale fluctuations in LES, the particles are more likely to follow
the mean liquid flow which orderly circulates around the tube resulting in a
single peak. However, further analysis is required to validate this hypothesis
which is beyond the scope of present work. Overall, the trajectories computed
using two different methods exhibits similar behavior.

6.7. Conclusions

This work presents a novel method for the calculation of the light-dark fre-
quency, shadowing and fragmentation rates in tubular photo-bioreactors. Power
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Figure 6.13.: Axial view of single particle trajectory in the turbulent pipe for 400 seconds
computed using LBM (blue) and ANSYS Fluent (red).

spectral density of the irradiance signal as well as the radial and tangential cir-
culation frequencies were calculated as an estimation of light-dark cycles. The
investigation of power spectral density of the irradiance signal involves com-
puting the spatial distribution of light patterns. The method combines direct
numerical simulations of turbulent flow laden with particles and light-profile
analysis. Particle trajectories representing the path of algal cells were analyzed
to obtain light fluctuations on single cells. In this way, power spectral den-
sity of the irradiance signal for different particle shapes is computed. A novel
technique to compute the shading in the photo-bioreactors was also discussed.
The fragmentation rate of particles was computed using the stresslet. The
spherical particles shows slightly better power spectral density compared to
the spheroidal particles. This was attributed to the local peak in concentration
observed for spherical particles near to the wall. The spherical particles also
showed lower fragmentation rates for small values of STcr/〈ST 〉. This suggests
that the use of microalgae with smaller aspect ratio should result in higher
performance of the photo-bioreactor if the values of STcr/〈ST 〉 are not very
high for the given strain of microalgae. For larger values of STcr/〈ST 〉, the
optimum solution depends on the actual shape and strength of microalgae and
prevalent flow conditions. Overall, the simulations demonstrate the framework
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Figure 6.14.: Probability density function (pdf) of the particle circulation time distributions
for LBM and ANSYS Fluent simulations, normalized with respect to their respective mean
values.

of understanding and optimizing flow in a tubular photo-bioreactor and the
usefulness of CFD for scale-down/scale-up.
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7. Concluding remarks and outlook

In the present thesis, a simulation approach has been developed using the
lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) for the study of turbulent flows with sus-
pended finite-size particles in complex geometries, where besides the dynamics
of particles and Eulerian properties of fluid, it is also possible to compute the
straining effects of turbulent fluctuations on particles. The main contribution
of this work is the use of a novel approach to phenomenologically describe the
damage to living cells using stresslet (the symmetric component of the first
moment of the force per unit area). The computation of forces locally on the
surface of the particle using the bounce-back scheme along with the direct
numerical simulation of turbulence enabled us to compute the stresslet directly.
Subsequently, we proposed a fully Lagrangian definition of the fragmentation
rate, depending on the critical values of the stresslet, which models the strength
of the particles (against fragmentation). Investigations of finite-size particles in
turbulence are scarce and very few studies of DNS of fully-resolved particles in
turbulent flow have been performed [3, 37, 39, 45, 46, 106, 107, 112, 113, 139].
The work presented in this thesis [72, 108, 177] makes an important addition
to the existing literature on finite-size particles in turbulent flows. Through all
of the work, the application of the method to photo-bioreactors, with microal-
gae as the dispersed particulate phase, was a recurrent theme. Turbulence in
photo-bioreactors plays a critical role for algae growth by enhancing mixing
while damaging algae at high turbulence intensities. This thesis is an attempt
towards a better understanding of flow physics of finite-size particles in tur-
bulence and provides useful insight on cell transport and damage in tubular
photo-bioreactors.

We showed in chapter 3 that the lattice Boltzmann method with D3Q27
lattice model could produce turbulent statistics comparable to DNS data. We
validated the LB simulations using the velocity profile in turbulent pipe flow,
sedimentation velocity of spheres in duct flow and resistance functions of ap-
proaching particles. Subsequently, we also proposed a novel approach of using
stresslet, computed from a finite-size representation of particles, in combination
with a Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) to compute straining of particles.
We also provided a validation where we directly computed the stresslet from
the momentum exchange on the surface of the particle in shear flow and val-
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idated against the analytical results in the Stokes flow regime. We studied
by means of numerical simulation of turbulent pipe flow, the dynamics of
finite-size particles and their effect on flow statistics. Based on geometrical
considerations, the study of the particle laden flows has been divided into two
categories: first, the particles are spherical in shape (chapter 4) and second,
particles are spheroidal in shape with aspect ratio varying from one to three
(chapter 5). For the first category, we employed a full four way coupling for
particle-particle interaction with the implementation of lubrication forces as
discussed in chapter 3. For the second category, we developed a novel variant
to compute the minimum distance between approaching particles of any given
particle shape as discussed in appendix A. In chapter 4, we present the sim-
ulation of turbulent pipe flows laden with finite-size spherical particles with
two different particle-pipe diameter ratio. Here, we also discussed validations
for stresslet computations including the stresslet profile in a pipe in the Stokes
flow regime as well as the validation in Couette flow at increasing Reynolds
number. The migration of particles in the pipe, the dependence of the stresslet
on the particle radial positions and a proxy for the fragmentation rate of the
particles computed using the stresslet have been investigated. The outcome
of our analysis is a fully Lagrangian definition of the fragmentation rate, de-
pending on the critical values of the stresslet, which models the strength of
the particles (against fragmentation). In chapter 5, we present the simulation
of turbulent pipe flows laden with finite-size prolate spheroids. In addition to
a preferential alignment along the flow direction, a considerably lower angular
velocity was observed for prolate spheroidal particles close to the wall of the
pipe. The preferential orientation and spinning is stronger close to the walls
and increases with particle aspect ratio while the orientation remains isotropic
near to the center of the pipe. Spherical particles exhibits stronger turbulence
attenuation in stream-wise direction. A local peak in the volume fraction was
observed for spheres close to the wall which vanishes for spheroids with in-
creasing aspect ratio. Another macroscopic effect of non-spherical particles is
the drag reduction compared to the case of spherical particles. The energy
spectra decay less rapidly in the presence of particles as energy present in
fluid-phase velocity fluctuations is shifted to smaller scales by the presence
of particles. The variations in the orientation of the spheroids with respect
to the velocity gradient tensor results in higher rotational intermittency for
spheroids that increases with the aspect ratio. In chapter 6, we discuss some
applications of the simulations discussed in chapter 5 to study tubular photo-
bioreactors. Furthermore, we couple the DNS of particle laden turbulent pipe
with a light regime analysis. Eventually, we wanted to model and understand
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the effect of average irradiance, light-dark cycle and cell damage in tubular
photo-bioreactors for different particle shapes. Using the particle trajectories,
we calculated the power spectral density of the irradiance signal and the circu-
lation frequencies of particles. A novel technique was also presented to compute
the shading in the photo-bioreactors for different particle shapes. Subsequently,
the stresslet distribution and the fragmentation rate of particles with different
shapes were discussed. The results from this chapter suggested that the use of
microalgae with smaller aspect ratio could result in higher performance of the
photo-bioreactor, if the values of STcr/〈ST 〉 are not very high for the given
strain of microalgae. Finally, we showed a comparison of particle trajectories
computed from DNS using LBM against LES using ANSYS Fluent. Overall, we
attempted to develop a framework for modeling, understanding and optimizing
the particle migration and cell damage due to turbulent flow in tubular photo-
bioreactors. However, it’s a long way ahead to be able to accurately model and
optimize photo-bioreactors.Consequently, we discuss some recommendations
for future work in the next section.

Recommendations

We have used the straining flow quantified using the stresslet, to compute
the statistics of cell damage. In addition to the straining flow as a source of
deformation, pressure difference along the cell surface might also be involved
in cell damage. However, the pressure difference across the cell wall depends
on the internal structure and metabolism of the cell and can vary from species
to species. Alternatively, one can compute the pressure difference across the
diametrically opposite points on the surface of the cell and then compute the
integral of the absolute value of this quantity over the surface. Statistics of
pressure difference to understand cell damage can be used to complement the
analysis presented here and should be discussed in further research.

The shortcoming of the method is that we used rigid particles for repre-
senting algae and assumed a brittle fragmentation. The methodology can be
further improved by the use of deformable particles using a combination of
LBM with immersed boundary [178] or finite-element methods [21] and using
appropriate assumptions for the fragmentation process, based on the individual
algae characteristics. Another shortcoming stems from the multi-scale nature
of the problem. The ratio of algae to photo-bioreactor diameter is about 10−4

[54]. This requires a resolution of 105 grid points in lateral directions (assuming
particle diameter is represented by 10 grid points), which is currently computa-
tionally out of reach. The number of particles considered in the present analysis
was also very small compared to realistic photo-bioreactors due to multi-scale
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nature of the problem and the enormous computing power needed to simulate
a realistic number of these finite-size particles.

During the simulations, we also assumed the carrier phase to be just one fluid.
In realistic photo-bioreactors, the carrier is comprised of a multiphase flow with
gases (CO2 and O2) dissolved in water. The microalgae keeps growing in size
as it moves across the photo-bioreactor due to photosynthesis. One can also
implement models that allow particles to grow in size during the simulation to
capture this effect. This can be further coupled to the intrinsic motion of algae
using models for chemotaxis, phototaxis etc. Therefore, one needs to simulate a
full resolved particle-laden multiphase turbulent pipe flow for a more accurate
numerical description of photo-bioreactors coupled with models for particle
growth and intrinsic of motion of microalgae. Clearly, a full blown numerical
simulation of photo-bioreactors is out of scope for both the current computing
power as well as the numerical algorithms and offers a tremendous scope for
future research.
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A. Model for spheroid interaction

We used a very simplistic model for particle-particle and particle-wall interac-
tion. In our model, if a particle hits the wall or another particle, it is elastically
bounced off affecting only the component of the velocities that are directed
along the contact normal and leaving the tangential components and angular
momentum unaffected. In order to use this approach, we just need the geomet-
ric (minimum) distance between two arbitrary surfaces and not the gap vector.
However, the problem of finding the minimum distance between two arbitrary
surfaces is also rather difficult. We implemented an approximate technique
based on Monte Carlo method to estimate the minimum distance between the
two particles or the particles and the wall. It is based on repeatedly finding
the distance between randomly generated points on the surface of the par-
ticles, which can be done analytically and then find the minima/maxima of
the distance. In figure A.1, we employ this method to compute the distance
between two stationary spheroids as function of the number of randomly gener-
ated points on the surface of each spheroid, Np. The actual minimum distance
between the objects is 4 lattice units and different colors represent different
numerical experiments. It can be observed that the algorithm converges to the
actual separation between the particles with an accuracy of 0.5 lattice units
for 104 iterations.

For computing the minimum distance between two particles i and j, we
generate n points on the surface of each particle, ri,n = (xi,n, yi,n, zi,n) and
rj,n = (xj,n, yj,n, zj,n). Then the minimum distance between the surfaces,
rmin,ij , is simply given by given as:

min
n=1,...Np

√
(xi,n − xj,n)2 + (yi,n − yj,n)2 + (zi,n − zj,n)2.

In order to compute the minimum of the distance of the particle from the wall,
we again generate n points on the surface of the particle ri,n = (xi,n, yi,n, zi,n).
where n goes from 1 to Np. Then the minimum distance between the surfaces
between the particle and the wall, rmin,i, is given by:

rmin,i = R− max
n=1,...Np

√
(yi,n − yc)2 + (zi,n − zc)2,
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A. Model for spheroid interaction

Figure A.1.: Minimum of the distance, Dspheroids between randomly generated points on
the surface of two stationary spheroids as function of the number of randomly generated
points on the surface of each spheroid, Np. The actual minimum distance between the objects
is 4 lattice units and different colors represent different numerical experiments. The algorithm
converges to the actual separation between the particles (4 lattice units) with an accuracy of
0.5 lattice units after 104 iterations for all numerical experiments.

where yc and zc are coordinates of the center of pipe in non-axial direction
and R is the radius of the pipe. The approach is not limited to ellipsoidal
geometries but is valid for particles of any arbitrary shape. Though this is a
rather crude interaction model, it is expected that the total number of collisions
is not sufficiently frequent to significantly alter the particle statistics in the
dilute regime (φ < 0.5%). Arcen et al. [179] showed that lubrication correction
forces have negligible effect on the statistics of spherical particles in the dilute
regime. On the other hand, the more realistic approach of Lin et al. [136] is
intrinsically complicated and limited to ellipsoidal geometries.

To demonstrate our approach, we compute the distance between a sphere of
radius r = 6 LU (lattice units) and a spheroid with semi-major radius a = 12
LU and semi-minor radius b = 4 LU, placed symetrically in a simple shear flow
with a separation of 30LU between their centers as shown in fig. A.2. Figure
A.2 shows the flow configuration at t = 0, T/4 and T/2 where T ≈ 7200LU is
the period of one complete rotation the spheroid.

As the two particles rotate due to the shear flow, the minimum distance
between the surface of the two particles as well as the minimum distance of
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(a) t=0 (b) t=T/4 (c) t=T/2

Figure A.2.: A spherical particle of radius r = 6 and a spheroid with semi-major radius
a = 12 and semi-minor radius b = 4 placed symetrically in a simple shear flow with a
separation of 30LU between their centers, at three different time steps, t = 0 (left), T/4
(centre) and T/2 (right) where T ≈ 7200LU is the period of one complete rotation the
spheroid.

the spheroid surface from the wall changes. In order to compute the minimum
distance of the spheroid surface from the wall, we randomly generate 104 points
on the surface of the spheroid and compute the maximum of its distance (rmax)
from the center of the pipe. Then, the point of minimum separation from the
wall is computed as R−rmax, where R is the radius of pipe or the half-width for
the channel. As shown in figure A.3, the maximum distance of the spheroid’s
surface from the center of the pipe is 12LU and it occurs at t = T/4 = 1800,
correspondingly the minimum distance of the spheroid’s surface from the wall
is R − 12LU and it occurs at t = T/4 = 1800. As expected, the maximum
distance of the sphere’s surface from the center of the pipe remains equal to
the radius of the sphere, i.e. 6LU throughout the simulation. It can be seen
that the method correctly predicts the minimum distance of a spheroid and
sphere from the wall.

Similar process is used to compute the distance of a sphere from the spheroid
and the results for both spheroid and sphere is shown in figure A.3. Here,
we iteratively generate points on the surfaces of both particles and compute
the minima of the distance of all randomly generated points on the surface of
spheroid to that on sphere. The minimum distance between the two particles is
12LU (at t = 0 and t = T/2 = 3600 ) and maximum is 20LU at t = T/4 = 1800.
The above discussed method very accurately predicts the distance from the
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A. Model for spheroid interaction

wall while the distance between the particle surfaces is computed with an
accuracy of 0.5LU . In the turbulent pipe-flow simulation laden with multiple
particles, we perform these iterations only when the gap between an imaginary
sphere with the same radius as the major axis of the spheroid and the wall, or
between the two imaginary spheres with the same radius as the major axis of the
spheroid is less then one lattice unit. The random points on the surface of the
particles are generated in angular coordinates using the parametric equation
of the ellipsoids. They are transformed to cartesian coordinates where the
distances are computed. The total number of points generated on the surface
of each particle is 104. The surface area for S2 and S3 is 450 and 493 lu2

respectively. This gives the number of points per unit surface area as 22.2
and 23.9 respectively for the S2 and S3. The random points numbers were
generated using the rand() function in C, while srand() function sets the
starting point(seed) for the random number generation. Overall, the method
results in a numerical overhead of about 10−20% in our simulations, depending
on the aspect ratio and the number of particles.

Figure A.3.: Maximum distance of the particles from the center of the pipe (left) and
minimum distance of the spheroid from the sphere (right).
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Summary

Two-phase flows dispersed with either particles or bubbles are relevant to
many natural and industrial problems and, under most practical conditions,
these flows are turbulent. Some prominent examples involve turbulent sediment
transport in river basins, avalanches, dust storms, aerosol and pollutant trans-
port, combustion, slurries and several other industrial processes. In most of the
cases, the dispersed phase exists as non-living objects, e.g. sand particles in
dust storms, however there are also situations e.g. in bioreactors or in marine
ecosystems where the transported dispersed phase is formed by living cells
(e.g. plankton). In such cases, apart from the dynamics of particles, it is also
important to know the effect of hydrodynamic stresses on the cell membrane,
as these might have detrimental effects and even destroy cells. For example, in
photo-bioreactors cell damage due to shear is one of the factor limiting growth
of algae, and thus one of the key problems in up scaling photo-bioreactors for
micro-algae culture. Photo-bioreactors can be used for the mass production of
microalgae that can be processed further to make chemicals, nutrients and even
biodiesel. In fact, turbulence in photo-bioreactors plays a dual role for algae
growth by, on the one side, enhancing mixing, thus allowing a homogeneous
distribution of nutrients and an appropriate exposure of algae to sunlight. On
the other side, however, too intense turbulence can damage algae and reduce
productivity. The present study focuses on the fundamental physics of tur-
bulent stresses on (finite-size) particles in turbulence. Our results can find
applications to situations like the damage of micro-algae in turbulence.

We employ a fully resolved numerical simulation based on a lattice Boltz-
mann scheme to investigate turbulent flow with large neutrally-buoyant parti-
cles in a pipe flow at low Reynolds number and in dilute regimes. The turbulent
flow is modelled via a lattice Boltzmann method, and the interaction between
particles and carrier fluid is modelled using the bounce-back rule. Direct contact
and lubrication force models for particle-particle interactions and particle-wall
interaction are taken into account to allow for a full four-way coupled interac-
tion. The accuracy and robustness of the method is discussed by validating the
velocity profile in turbulent pipe flow, the sedimentation velocity of spheres in
duct flow and the resistance functions of approaching particles. The energy in-
put is kept fixed resulting in a Reynolds number, based on the friction velocity,
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to be around 250. In order to quantify the effect of the flow field on particles,
we looked into the symmetric component of first moment of the traction (force
per unit area) at the particle surface i.e. the stresslet. Stresslet has been used
to quantify the contribution of individual particle to the suspension rheology.
In this work, we aim to present stresslet also as a quantitative measure to
study the influence of the small-scale fluctuations of the local straining flow
field on the finite-size particles, something that to the best of our knowledge
has been unexplored previously. The present work outlines a novel approach of
using stresslet computed from a finite-size representation of particles in combi-
nation with a direct numerical simulation of turbulence to phenomenologically
describe the fragmentation of particles in a turbulent flow. The outcome of our
analysis is a Lagrangian definition of the fragmentation rate depending on the
critical values of the stresslet that depends on the strength of the particles. The
fragmentation rate was observed to exhibit scaling corresponding to homoge-
nous isotropic turbulence, for small critical values, and a transition region, for
larger critical values of stresslet, which corresponds to transfer of particles from
the center of the pipe to the near wall regions. Besides computing the stresslet
and fragmentation rate of the particles, we also looked into the dynamics of
particles and statistics of Eulerian velocity field. It was observed that, unlike
the fluid, the particle velocity does not vanish in the near wall region. Large
particle-to-fluid slip velocity was observed close to the wall, corresponding to
events of high-energy dissipation.

The knowledge of the multi-scale statistics of turbulent fluctuations obtained
from such simulations, down to the individual algae, is key to develop models
necessary to up-scale photo-bioreactor, select algae strain, optimize algae pro-
ductivity and reduce bioreactors energy consumption. In addition, our method
also provides a versatile and numerically efficient tool for the more general
study of suspension of particles in turbulent flows under dilute, as well as denser
conditions.
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